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Introduction
The City of Bentonville anchors the northern end of a rapidly growing region known as
Northwest Arkansas (NWA). As the region grows and develops, the transportation
system must also develop to provide service necessary for supporting local economic
activity and mobility demands. Public transit acts as one mode option in the
transportation system to move people safely and efficiently to accomplish their daily
needs. Today, transit service in Bentonville is provided by Ozark Regional Transit (ORT),
along with a taxi voucher program. ORT operates fixed route service Route 11, along
with express Route 490 connecting the region along I-49. Complementary paratransit
service is provided for qualified individuals by ORT within ¾ mile from Route 11. Demand
response service is also operated for those who live outside of the ¾ mile from Route 11.

The NWA region has produced several key documents over the last decade to guide
and develop the growth of the regional transit system. To provide a snapshot of where
transit service in Bentonville is at today, below are brief descriptions of each of the
documents that should be considered when assessing transit in the City of Bentonville.

Plan Review
Greater NWA Development Strategy (2018)
The strategic plan from the Northwest Arkansas Council aims to transform the NWA
region into one of the best in the world. It acknowledges the lack of systems needed to
compete with other regions and identifies a need for better connectivity to major
employers and the University of Arkansas. In addition, the plan identifies the need for
transit to better coordinate with major employers and expand on-demand or point to
point services.

NWARPC Transit Development Plan (2010)
The objective of this study by Northwest Arkansas Reginal Planning Commission
(NWARPC), and local partners, was to identify near-term, short-range, and long-range
service recommendations resulting in expanded transit options for NWA residents.

NWA Transit Alternatives Analysis (2014)
The NWARPC conducted a transit alternatives study based on the collective desire of
transit advocates wish for high capacity transit to serve Washington and Benton
counties. The analysis developed a locally preferred alternative (LPA) of commuter rail
following right of way on the A&M railroad. The plan concludes with a section
describing paths forward for the NWARPC and community regarding federal funding
opportunities and implementation of better transit service.
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Smart BRT Plan (2018)
The Smart Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Study for US 71B Corridor overviews the concepts of
BRT and the factors the enable the NWA region to pursue such transit improvements. A
robust community outreach process with the public and stakeholders showed a desire
for BRT service especially during peak travel times. The key need found in the report,
was a lack of service that potential transit riders indicated they would use. Compared
to similar sized urban areas, NWA lags peak vehicle deployment and ridership per
capita.

Operational Analysis
Fixed Route
The City of Bentonville has two fixed routes that operate within the city limits. Both are
operated by ORT. ORT Route 11 is a local circulator route serving several key
destinations, and transfer access to ORT Route 490. Route 490 is an express route with a
norther terminus at Northwest Arkansas Community College (NWACC). Figure 1 shows
both routes in relation to the City of Bentonville.
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Figure 1: Fixed Route System
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ORT Route 11
Bentonville is served primarily by ORT Route 11. It operates Monday through Friday from
7:05am to 4:05pm. Table 1 shows the fare structure for passengers along with bus
frequency at 1 every hour. There is no transit hub for Route 11, however NWACC is a
major time point for the route. Time points are identified as major stops along a route
the bus uses to maintain schedule. The driver does not leave a time point stop before
the scheduled time. Route 11 connects major points of interest such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NWACC Bentonville
Bentonville Square
Bentonville Public Library
Brightwater Center for the Study of Food
Touchstone Apartments
Walton Blvd Walmart
Benton County Senior Center
Walton Blvd. Harps
Northwest Medical Center

Stop level ridership was expanded to an annual estimate using August 2019 data for
Route 11. These ridership symbols shown in Figure 2 give two sets of information. First,
the number of passengers getting on and off at each stop location (Boarding &
Alighting). Secondly, the map shows level of ridership based on the size of the green
and orange pie. The larger the pie, the more active the stop and higher the ridership
numbers. This analysis shows the NWACC, Walmart Supercenter and Headquarters, the
Public Library and various apartment complex are the anchors of the route. The future
Walmart Headquarters may shift ridership and fill in gaps where ridership is currently low
along 14th St.

Figure 3 shows monthly ridership for a year of data from April 2019 to March 2020.
Figure 4 also shows transfer trends from April 2019 to March of 2020.Transfers are when
a transit passenger must take multiple buses or routes to reach their destination. Transfer
numbers drop considerably at the end of 2019, which may likely be due to the
discontinued ORT service in Rogers that was connecting to NWACC.
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Table 1: ORT 11 Information1
Fare
Adult: $1.25
Youth: $1.00
Senior/Disabled: $.60

1

Span of Service
Monday – Friday
7:05am – 4:05pm

Service Frequency
60 Minutes

https://www.ozark.org/ Current as of 6/8/2020
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Figure 2: ORT Route 11 Stop Ridership
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Figure 3: ORT 11 Monthly Ridership
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Figure 4: ORT 11 Transfers
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ORT Route 490
Route 490, also known as the NWACC Express, is a commuter route that travels
between Bentonville and Fayetteville on Monday through Friday. Route 490 has only
five stops, one of which is NWACC in the city of Bentonville. The express bus makes four
trips per day and connects to several ORT routes at the NWA Mall, as well as one
Razorback Transit route connecting to the University of Arkansas campus. This route
connects to the ORT Route 11 at NWACC Bentonville. Table 2 shows the fare, span of
service and frequency for Route 490. Stop level ridership was not provided to the
project team, however, Figure 5 shows the monthly ridership for the entire route from
April 2019 to March of 2020.Similar to Route 11 transfers dropped at the end of 2019 on
Route 490, as seen in Figure 6.

Table 2: ORT 490 Information2
Fare
Adult: $1.25
Youth: $1.00
Senior/Disabled: $.60

2

Span of Service
Monday – Friday
6:25am – 11:30pm;
2:00pm – 7:10pm

Service Frequency
~90 Minutes

https://www.ozark.org/ Current as of 6/8/2020
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Figure 5: ORT 490 Monthly Ridership
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Figure 6: ORT 490 Transfers
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Travel Time
In Benton County, most workers 16 years or older spend between 10 and 29 minutes
getting to work, according to 2018 American Community Survey (ACS3) data. Most
workers travel to work between 7:00 and 7:29am. Travel time can be an important
factor contributing to people’s willingness to ride transit. If transit is considerably slower
than another mode, as to cause an inconvenience, it is likely transit will not be the
chosen mode. To better understand how far residents who use transit can travel within
a comparable 30 minute window, an analysis of travel time by walking or using transit in
Bentonville was done at NWACC, one of the anchor points for ORT Route 11 and 490.
This analysis assumes the transit user is familiar with scheduling and arrives within 5
minutes of the bus departure from NWACC. Figure 7 shows the estimated distance that
transit rider could travel by walking or using transit, from NWACC within 30 minutes.

The full 30-minute time window will take the transit rider as far as Harps Grocery or
Walmart Supercenter. 20 minutes will bring the transit rider within a few blocks of the
Public Library and Bentonville Square. Going down to 10 minutes, the bus will make it to
one additional stop, but primarily the transit user can only access what is within a 10minute walk. The same is true for 5 minutes. The circular ring surrounding NWACC
indicates distance traveled by walking, as transit travels only one direction.
This analysis shows that due to the circulator style of ORT Route 11, travel is limited to the
north west direction along the route. Should the transit rider desire to end on the
southern portion of the route, it may take up to 60 minutes. The inability to travel in an
opposing direction from a specific stop, may be challenging for some transit users. For
example, if a transit user caught Route 11 at Bentonville Square and rode a few stops to
Harps for groceries, it would take most of the 1 hour headway to return.

3

2018 ACS 5-yr Table: B08012
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Figure 7: Travel Time for ORT 11
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Complementary Paratransit and Demand Response
ORT offers both complimentary paratransit service, as required by law, and demand
response service in the City of Bentonville. Paratransit service is provided for those living
within ¾ of a mile from the fixed route ORT Route. Demand response service is available
for those who do not qualify for paratransit service and who live outside of the ¾ of a
mile from ORT Route 11. Figure 8 below shows total trips taken with both paratransit
and demand response in one year, with trips originating in Bentonville. Table 3 breaks
down the differences and similarities in the two services. To qualify for paratransit
service, an individual must complete an application from ORT and must fit one of the
following metrics:
•
•
•

Have a disability making it impossible to travel to or from a bus stop
Need a wheelchair lift or ramp where fixed route bus is not able to
accommodate due to constraints at the bus stop
Unable to board, ride, exit, or navigate the fixed route bus system

Table 3: Paratransit & Demand Response Information4
Service

Fare

Complementary
Paratransit

$2.50 Monday – Friday
3:45am – 7:30pm

Demand
Response

$2.50 Monday – Friday
6:00am – 7:30pm

4

Span of Service

Service Area
Within ¾ mile
from fixed route
service
Outside ¾ mile
from fixed route
service

ADA
Qualifications
Yes

Advanced
Notification
1 day

No

1 day

https://www.ozark.org/ Current as of 6/8/2020
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Demand Response and Paratransit Trips
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Figure 8: Paratransit and Demand Response Trips

Taxi Voucher Program
Beginning in 2009, the City of Bentonville partnered with NWA Taxi Cab to assist
qualified individuals with their transportation needs. To qualify, residents must be:
•
•
•

62 or older and disabled;
62 or older and be considered low to moderate income;
62 or younger must be disabled and considered low to moderate income

To better understand who the taxi program is serving, an analysis of program
participant data shows that users are primarily white (Table 4), and 75% are disabled
(Table 5). The average reported monthly income was $943.20 (Table 6). The program
keeps detailed trip records including passenger identification information, evidence of
financial need, trip date, origin, and destination. During the 2019 calendar year, 2,116
trips were recorded by the taxi voucher program, serving a total of 85 separate clients.
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Analysis of trips completed in 2019 identified the top 10 locations for trip pick ups and
drop offs. Half of these locations are residential, while the other or medical, or retail
associated. Each of the top 10 locations for the 2019 data are located within ¾ from
ORT Route 11 and can be serviced by ORT paratransit service. Figure 9 shows the
disbursement of these locations in relation to ORT Route 11.

Table 4: Taxi Program Client Ethnicity
Ethnicity
White
Black
American/Indian
N/A
Asian
Hispanic/Latino
Greek
"White & American
Indian/
Alaskan Native &
White"
Grand Total

Count
124
7
4
2
2
2
1
1

Percentage
86%
5%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

1

1%

144

100%
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Table 5: Taxi Program Disabled Clients
Disabled
Clients
Yes
No

Count

Percent

108
36

75%
25%

Total Clients

144

100%

Table 6: Taxi Program Client Income
Income
Statistic
Average
Median

Client Monthly
Income
$943.20
$911.06

Minimum
Maximum

$0.00
$2,216.67

Table 7: 2019 Taxi Program Statistics
Total Trips
Total Clients
Served

Bentonville Master Street Plan
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Figure 9: Top 10 Taxi Program Locations
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Market Analysis
Composite Transit Score
The following methodology describes how the project team identified transit-supportive
areas within the City of Bentonville. The final product provides individual transit scores
for each Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) within the city, that help the team
understand which areas support or need transit. Final transit scores aggregated
individual scores provided to demographic subgroups (e.g. disabled, poverty, minority
populations) which represent areas needing new and/or improved public
transportation. All data in the analysis came from the 2018 American Community Survey
(ACS) database and the 2017 Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) data
for employment. Analysis of each demographic subgroup used density per square mile
to create a standardized scale for scoring in each block group. Block group scores
were then transferred into study area TAZs through a geographic information system
(GIS) analysis. The following subsections (3.1.2 through 3.1.5) discuss key findings and
methods used to generate final transit scores.

Findings
Figure 10 below shows TAZs with high transit need, primarily between Tiger Boulevard to
the north, and Walton Boulevard to the south. Walmart Headquarters resides in an area
of need near the center of Bentonville, as does the mixture of commercial, industrial,
and educational facilities just to the south east. The high score area in west Bentonville,
north of 14th St. contains recent residential development, in addition to commercial
facilities along the roadway. To the east, the high composite score contains NWACC
along with residential areas to the north. Disbursed between these high scoring east
and west areas, are middle scoring area’s creating a “belt” of transit supportive land
uses in the central part of Bentonville. The development of the new Walmart
Headquarters will add to this supportive land use in the central city and create a key
opportunity to serve a major regional employer.
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Figure

10: Transit Composite Score TAZ's
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Transit Potential
This measure helps define areas with existing markets primed for public transportation.
Population, and employment densities represent areas with potential for immediate
success (higher density areas), highlighting existing areas that have the potential to
generate high ridership. People need to travel - in no specific order - between places
they live, work, shop, and conduct any other recreational activities. Accordingly,
population and employment densities provide a general picture of where these
activities are happening in the City of Bentonville.

Transit Dependent Population
Transit dependent population represents community members with a high demand for
public transportation services due to a lack of personal automobile access, or inability
to operate a motor vehicle (i.e. too young or too old to drive). Transit demand was
represented through the densities of youth population (18 years or younger), elderly
population (65 years or older), and households with no personal automobiles.

Transit Need
Transit need represents the remaining citizen groups who may require special
accommodations when it comes to transportation. This includes measuring population
densities of those with limited English-speaking proficiency (LEP), people representing
minority populations, people with disabilities, and those with low income/under the
poverty line.

Methods
In order to generate final transit scores per block group, 9 demographic subgroups
were first analyzed and scored separately. Each subgroup’s density was calculated per
square mile and set into bins based on natural breaks. Natural breaks were then
smoothed to create finalized breaks used to allocate scores. Scores from 0 (lowest
density) to 4 (highest density) were then assigned to each block group based on where
they fell within the finalized breaks. Figure 11 presents the breaks and scores for each
demographic subgroup. Using Figure 11 as an example, any block group containing a
population density between 0 and 360 was given a score of 0, therefore displaying low
population density and in turn a lack of existing transit market conditions within the
block group.
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Figure 11: Composite Scoring

Sums of the individual subgroup scores created final transit scores for each block group.
Therefore, higher scoring totals equate to block groups with high densities of
demographic subgroups related to transit need.

For example, a block group with a final score of 36 would mean each demographic
subgroup density fell within the highest density break (i.e. all 9 subgroups receiving a
score of 4). This suggests there to be a substantial number of citizens with one or several
traits that places them within the subgroup(s), helping the project team better identify
where transit need exists in Bentonville.

While double counting inevitably occurs, it remains acceptable for this analysis as it is
indicative of a block group containing a population with several of the characteristics
critical for understanding the region’s transit needs. This in turn allows for efficient,
feasible alternatives that serves those in most need of mobility or the most willing to
make a mode shift.
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Travel Pattern Analysis
The NWARPC Transportation Demand Model (TDM) was used to determine which area’s
in Bentonville account for the highest trip production. A better understanding of trip
patterns and where people travel to and from can help shape transit to provide the
best service to its citizens. Trips are measured by the average number of trips taken by a
person, regardless of mode, per day. Figure 12 shows distinctly that the TAZ with
Walmart Headquarters receives a significant number of trips. The highest trip TAZ’s are
near the Bentonville Senior Center and Northwest Medical Center, as well as east of I-49
in the TAZ where NWACC is located. Other high trip TAZ’s are on the west side of
Bentonville, where newer residential developments are located. Overall, the trips
analysis shows a clear pattern of travel to the downtown Bentonville area, which may
be attributed to the social and economic factors present near the urban center of the
City. It should be noted, with the expansion of the new Walmart campus, this could
significantly change travel the patterns, and shift the demand of the transportation
system.
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Figure 12: Local Travel Patterns

Public Engagement
All questions presented in Table 8 informed the project team about the perception of
transit and shaped the recommendations of this Local Transit System Plan. One
overarching take away was the large number of participants that unfamiliar with public
transit options in Bentonville. Any recommendations or improvements to service, while
valued by the riding public, will not stand on their own and generate new ridership.
Bentonville must assess high priority to incorporating a strategic marketing campaign
into its implementation actions as part of a multifaceted approach to communicating
transit convenience and accessibility. Below, Figure 13 shows a selection of survey
questions that were presented during a virtual public meeting.
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Figure 13: Public Survey Results

Table 8 shows each of the questions regarding public transit that were part of the
Bentonville Master Streets Plan survey. Connect Northwest Arkansas (Connect NWA),
which is mentioned in the survey questions, is the regional 10-year transit development
plan which will create a “blueprint” for improving and expanding transit service in the
future. The plan conducted a public outreach process and developed
recommendations, which are referenced in the survey.
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Table 8: Public Survey Questions
Transit Survey Questions Text
Question 7
True or False: I think the current public transit options in
Bentonville are adequate.
Question 8
When considering bus and public transit options in the City
of Bentonville: Do you prefer to walk a little further to a
service route that is more frequent and may save you
overall travel time?
-OR-

Question 9

Question 10

Question 11

Question 12
Question 13

Do you prefer to walk a shorter distance to less frequent
service route that may take more time? Please select one.
Please indicate the level of satisfaction you feel regarding
the following:
Number of destinations currently served by public
transportation
Please indicate the level of satisfaction you feel regarding
the following:
The current speed of travel by bus in the Northwest
Arkansas region
Please indicate the level of satisfaction you feel regarding
the following:
The current days and times when the bus service is
provided
Of all the proposed routes from the Regional Connect NWA
study which do you feel would be the most utilized?
Many of the proposed routes from the Regional Connect
NWA study will rely on frequent bus service (i.e. buses
serving stops more often than once an hour). What is the
longest you will wait for a bus?

Question 7
Question 7 asked the community if they felt that the current public transit options in
Bentonville were adequate and they overwhelmingly (53%) felt that transit is not
adequate. This supports the need to evaluate how transit is currently being delivered
and what strategies could be used to improve service delivery. It also helps support the
need to expand and increase the investment in transit.
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Question 8
One of the most important questions about transit that helps determine where a
community stands on the issue of efficiency vs. coverage asks about a respondent’s
preference between convenience and efficiency. That is to say, does the community
prefer to walk a little further to more frequent and streamlined service that will save
them on overall travel time or do they prefer to walk a shorter distance to less frequent
service that may take more time.
Connect NWA Results showed that 69% preferred Option A while 31% preferred option
B. In Bentonville 78% the community preferred the more efficient transit option while 22%
preferred the coverage options. This aligns with the regional preference bus goes a step
further in the Community’s commitment to have efficient transit service that provides
them more flexibility, reliability and saves them travel time.
Question 9
Question 9 supports the underlying reason for developing the Bentonville Local Transit
System Plan which goal is to improve transit service in Bentonville and address the
community’s dissatisfaction with the existing service (31%).
Question 10
The majority of those participants that are familiar with transit in Bentonville feel
dissatisfied (21%) with how fast existing transit moves them through the study area. This
supports the development of strategies and recommendations such as increased
frequency and intuitive route design that will help decrease overall travel time for transit
users and the general public by pulling more single occupancy vehicles (SOVs) off the
road.
Question 11
The majority (23%) of participants are not satisfied with the levels of service currently
provided. This helps inform the team about not only expanding levels of service in the
recommendations but also looking at how the City can be more strategic with when
and where they deliver service. This will help inform the Local Bentonville Service
Standards development. For example, maybe a bus could operate at a high frequency
during a peak time for an area when demand is highest and then be reallocated
elsewhere during low to no demand times.
Question 12
Question 12 will help inform the project team when developing the sustainable and
phased implementation plan that will prioritize the proposed route recommendations of
the Local Transit System Plan.
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Question 13
Question 13 helps the project team understand what level of frequency is needed in
order to influence a mode shift and make transit a competitive mode choice for the
community. Overwhelmingly the community desires transit to run at a frequency
between 5-20 minutes (85%).

Conclusion
This existing condition analysis provides a baseline that draws upon the ongoing local
and regional planning process, the Bentonville MSP public engagement effort and the
technical transit analysis. This data will inform the development of local service
standards, transit service solutions and Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
recommendations for the City of Bentonville.
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Introduction
The Bentonville Service Standards provide a series of policies and procedures that guide
Bentonville’s transit service to provide uniformity and consistency throughout the transit
system. The service standards serve as a guide for maximizing ridership, providing
comfortable and safe access to transit, and encouraging long-term ridership growth
through efficient and cost-effective operation. These service policies and procedures,
grounded in the Bentonville transit context, will be used to support the decision-making
process for how, where, why and when service is delivered.

As population, land use development, and financial constraints change over time, the
service standards will aid in evaluating service and planning. When evaluating changes
and planning for improvements in service, it is important to consider the needs of the
community, how often the bus comes, and where the bus goes. Continual regional
coordination to leverage investments is also important to consider in all planning efforts.

The following document serves as a tool to help frame and guide transit service in
Bentonville as transit demand fluctuates over time. Transit demand is the driving force
behind where, how, and when transit is provided, and it guides changes to stop
locations, route alignments, and overall network design. Transit demand is not static
and thus transit service must be continually monitored and evaluated.

System Design
System design considers the individual components of developing a public transit
service A few of these components include route design, frequency, scheduling, span
of service and transit vehicle choice. Optimizing these components ensures high transit
user satisfaction and continues engagement from residents in the service area. Good
system design can lead to increased safety, lower operational costs, and reliable
service. Key components supporting good route design that should be considered
include frequency, span of service, and route design.

Frequency
Frequency refers to how often service is available at a transit stop, or more simply, how
often the bus comes by (Figure 1). Frequency determines how many times a potential
transit user has access to service at a stop during service hours (span of service) and is
an important measure of convenience for transit users. Service frequency is measured
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by the number of transit vehicles serving a stop per hour. Vehicle headway is the
amount of time (in minutes) between two transit vehicles traveling in the same direction
on a given route or combination of routes. A shorter headway corresponds to more
frequent service. Frequency is considered as one component of the amount of travel
time expended by a transit user to reach their destination. The more frequent the
service, the less travel time expended by the transit user. In addition, increased
frequency will reduce the amount of time passengers are waiting at a transit stop
reducing exposure to adverse weather conditions if present.

Figure 1 - Frequency

Span of Service
Span of service refers to the number of hours during the day when transit service is
provided (Figure 2). Span of service may apply to a route, segment of a route, or
between two locations. Span of service may differ by day of the week and hour of the
day. Span of service plays an important role for transit users in tandem with frequency
and route design. If transit service is not provided when a passenger needs it, where
and how often service is provided is irrelevant. Public feedback is an important tool in
determining how to set span of service across the transit system because extended
span of service is much easier to support with demonstrated ridership demand.
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Figure 2 - Span of Service

Route Design
Route design is a key component in building and maintaining ridership. Transit routes
should be simple and easy for users to understand and navigate. Route names should
be simplified and defined by the area the route serves to increase rider legibility. Routes
should be designed to best serve the community and the reasons and benefits for each
route should be defined. The following design strategies guide Bentonville’s route
design:
•
•
•
•

Create simple route names with one route name when there is service on both
sides of the street.
Operate along high-activity corridors to provide access to key destinations.
Incorporate intuitive design to minimize detours and confusing alignments.
Ensure optimal travel times for users that maximize transfer opportunities.

Directness of Travel
While there are many different types of route designs, straight and circuitous are
commonly used designs (Figure 3). Straight routes service major corridors with high
population, high employment, and key destinations. Straight routes can be beneficial
to a transit network as they commonly serve as the spine of a network providing fast
and reliable service to major destinations and connections to other routes. Circuitous
routes provide an essential role in a transit system as they directly serve key destinations
in neighborhoods, such as churches, schools, and community centers. However, for this
reason, circuitous routes usually take more turns and have longer trip run times.
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In some cases, a route deviation may be needed to improve the transit service. A route
deviation is appropriate in the following scenarios:

1. Overall route productivity (in terms of passengers per revenue vehicle hour)
would be equal to or better than productivity without the deviation.
2. The number of new passengers that would be served is equal to or greater than
25% of the number of passengers who would be inconvenienced.
3. The deviation would not interfere with provision of regular service frequencies
and/or the provision of coordinated service with other routes operating in the
same corridor.

Figure 3 - Directness of Travel

Circulator vs. Bi-Directional
How transit vehicles travel a route is also considered in route design. Transit vehicles
may travel on a circulator or bi-directional route (
Figure 4). Circulator routes primarily focus on providing coverage and accessibility for
more users by traveling along more roadways that circulate back to a transfer center.
While circulators provide good physical coverage and access to opportunities, they
can be extremely inefficient for users who depend on the transit system and a barrier to
those who might want to use transit as an alternative to other modes. Circulator route
design can foster out-of-direction travel, meaning the passenger must first travel away
from their desired direction to eventually reach their end destination. This can have
compounding negative effects; not only does it take more travel time, but the
perception of the inconvenient travel pattern can serve as an impedance to transit
use. Figure 5 illustrates how a bi-direction route network can help solve travel time issues
that persist with a circulator route.
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Bi-directional routes use both directions of a roadway rather than running in a loop,
providing stops on both sides of the road. This type of service helps reduce the overall
travel time of each trip by reducing out-of-direction travel. It also makes the route more
intuitive and easier to use.

While circulator service may initially help provide physical coverage and access, the
service is limited in its ability to respond to changing demand and other potential
context changes. For instance, if a specific section of a circulator route starts to
experience higher ridership, the circulator can only increase frequency for the entire
route and not simply the section experiencing higher ridership. Whereas, if the area
experiencing higher ridership was serviced by a bi-directional route network, the
frequency can be increased along that route as illustrated in Figure 6. The bi-directional
network allows service to be adaptive to transit demand and better allocate resources.

Both bi-directional and circulator service can be used in conjunction with one another
to maximize the benefits associated with each type. For example, a bi-directional
service can be provided through dense areas with high transit demand and a
circulator service route can be provided where coverage is a higher priority.

Figure 4 - Circulator & Bi-Directional Network
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Figure 5 - Route Design Travel Time

Figure 6 - Route Design Problem-Solution
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Time Points
Time points are identified at major stops along a route that have a scheduled arrival
and departure time that the transit vehicle operator uses to maintain a schedule (Figure
7). These designated locations are used to control spacing of vehicles (bus headway)
and to provide consistent service to passengers. It is recommended that time points be
placed at major intersections, trip generators, and key destinations. Time points are
maintained by the bus driver not leaving the designated stop before the scheduled
time. Time points contribute to rider satisfaction by ensuring the bus does not depart
before the schedule time at stops with high ridership, major intersections, major trip
generators, or key destinations.

Figure 7 - Timepoints

Performance Metrics
Performance metrics are to used increase user satisfaction and service efficiency.
Specifically, monitoring performance allows the City to easily identify areas of
improvement within the system, set quantitative goals, and prioritize funding.
Performance metrics highlight how well the City’s transit system is implementing their
policies and programs to meet established goals. Table 1 below lists key performance
metrics should be used to assess the quality of service in Bentonville:
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Table 1 - Key Performance Metrics
Key Performance Metrics

Definition

Average Daily Ridership (Stop, Route, &
Network Level)

The total number of boardings and
alightings

Ridership per Revenue Hour

The number of boardings during one hour
of scheduled revenue service (including
layover time)

Ridership per Revenue Mile

The number of boardings during one mile
of scheduled revenue service (including
layover time)

On-Time Performance

Measures if buses are arriving at time
points early, late, or on time

Frequency

How often a bus arrives at a given stop or
departs from a terminal

Span of Service

How early service starts or how late the
service runs

Average daily ridership refers to the total number of people getting on and off the bus,
often referred to as boardings and alightings. Based on the utilization of each stop,
route, or the overall system, the transit agency can adjust service accordingly.
Indicators such as ridership per revenue hour or ridership per revenue mile are financial
measures that indicate ridership efficiency in terms of dollars. While average daily
ridership indicators measure how many people are using the service, financial measures
indicate how much it costs.

On-time performance, frequency, and span of service gauge the quality of the transit
service. On-time performance compares the observed route runtime and the
scheduled runtime (i.e. when the bus is there vs. when it says it will be there). Closing this
gap between observed and scheduled runtime reduces user wait-time and increases
efficiency. Frequency refers to how often a bus comes (e.g. every 60 minutes) and span
of service is the window in which the bus is operating (e.g. 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM).
Optimizing the frequency and span of service is key to providing service when it is
needed and managing service costs. For instance, peak times are often considered to
be during the morning and evening commutes to work (i.e. rush hour).
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As Bentonville implements new transit service improvements, it is important for the City
to set performance metric goals in the context of the current transit service and a
timeline for consistent performance metrics evaluation. Consistent evaluation will help
guide future transit decisions and resource allocation to improve service over time.

Bus Stop Design
Bus stops are a critical component to the transit system as they are where the transit
user begins and ends each trip. A high-quality bus stop significantly influences the transit
user’s experience and overall satisfaction while supporting the transit system
performance. A high-quality bus stop is one that is well connected to the community,
accommodates the needs of all transit users, and supports efficient and cost-effective
transit operations.

As Bentonville expands their transit service, the guidelines below offer a template for
how to encourage a more consistent, accessible, and better-connected network of
bus stops over time. These guidelines are based around the goal that bus stops should
be the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe
Secure
Accessible
Identifiable
Efficient
Maintained
Coordinated

Stop Placement
Thoughtful and strategic bus stop placement ensures customer satisfaction and
supports transit service operations. As Bentonville expands transit service, bus stop
placement guidelines will help in providing timely, safe, and convenient transit. The
following are general concerns that should be given consideration when planning bus
stop placement:
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Safety – Safety of all people within the transit environment should be an utmost priority.
This includes transit riders, bus drivers, and those using the street including pedestrians
and those driving private vehicles. Shelters at transit stops can provide safety for
passengers from adverse weather conditions, should they exist.

Accessibility for All Passengers – Bus stop siting should consider pedestrian access and
be convenient for passengers with disabilities and those using mobility devices. Per ADA
requirements, a bus should stop/dwell parallel to a curb at all transit stop locations to
ensure accessible boarding and alighting. Accessibility also includes the sidewalks and
bikeways leading to transit stops that must meet and or exceed ADA standards.

Transit System Performance – A transit user’s travel time includes four elements – the
time it takes to travel to the bus stop, the wait time for the bus to arrive or multiple buses
should they transfer, the actual in-vehicle travel time, and the time to travel from the
bus stop to the destination. Each of these elements is impacted by the bus stop
location and the frequency of the bus stops.

Traffic Flow – A well-designed bus stop should allow passengers to board and alight
without the bus significantly impacting the adjacent traffic flow.

Security – Security refers to an individual’s perceived sense of well-being. Bus stops
should be considerate of how elements such as lighting, visibility from the street, and
adjacent land uses impact a sense of security.

Context-Sensitive Design – Each bus stop location has a unique set of built and
environmental characteristics that should be considered in the siting process.

Design Considerations – The following provides an overview of context-sensitive design
factors that should be considered when determining bus stop locations.

1. Adjacent land use and activities
2. Bus route configuration (i.e. Is the bus turning at the intersection?)
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3. Impact on intersection operations
4. Intersecting transit routes
5. Intersection geometry
6. Parking restrictions and requirements
7. Passenger origins and destinations
8. Physical roadside constraints (e.g. trees, poles, driveways, etc.)
9. Potential ridership
10. ROW availability

Stop Placement Location
A bus stop can be placed in one of three areas along the street: near-side, far-side, or
midblock. Each of these placement locations have their advantages and
disadvantages. These location types designate where the bus stops in relation to an
intersection and have specific guidelines to ensure rider-friendliness and minimize
delays at intersections.

While far-side stop placement should be given precedent, each stop should consider
the surrounding context to determine the best placement. Bus stops are part of the
overall transportation network, therefore pedestrian and bicycle accommodations
should be a priority when siting and designing stops. Below, Table 2 through Figure 10.
Table 4 provides details on far-side, near-side and midblock stops, while Figure 9
through Figure 11 provide a visual example of each stop placement.
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Figure 8 - Near-Side Stop Location
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Table 2 - Far-Side Stop Location
Far-Side Stop Location
Description

Application

Advantages

Disadvantages

Other
Considerations

A stop located immediately after passing through an intersection.
• High volume of right turning vehicles at near-side of intersection
• Intersections where the transit vehicle turns onto different streets
• Existing pedestrian conditions better on far side compared to near side (i.e.
sidewalks/crosswalks)
• Complex intersections
• Minimal conflicts between right turning vehicles in curb lane and buses
• Minimizes issues with sight distances for vehicles on the approach to an intersection
• Reduces the likelihood of conflicts between pedestrians and buses
• Reduces the required deceleration space that a bus needs when approaching a stop
• Bus drivers can leave the stop more easily when vehicle traffic is stopped at a red light
• Some sight distance issues with far-side stops - may obscure sight distances for crossing
vehicles and pedestrians
• Service times may be negatively affected if a bus must stop at a red light, then stop at the bus
stop immediately afterward
• Vehicles may not expect a bus to stop at a red light and then immediately stop again after
passing through the intersection
• May result in traffic backing up into the intersection when a bus is stopped in a travel lane
• End of bus landing must clear pedestrian crossing by 10 feet to minimize intersection
interference
• If bike facility is present, appropriate design accommodations for safe bike routing including
signage and street markings are required
• When curb extensions/pedestrian bulb-outs and on-street parking are present, transit vehicle
merging space is required and dependent on size of vehicle for curbside pull-out stops
• Additional transit merging space for bus pull-out stops should be considered when high
speeds/high volumes are present
• Additional intersection clearance may be needed if high turn volumes are present
• Use of transit signaling may reduce delays and traffic queuing in intersection
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Figure 9 - Far-Side Stop Location
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Table 3 - Near-Side Stop Location
Near-Side Stop Location
Description
Application

Advantages

Disadvantages

Other
Considerations

A stop located immediately prior to passing through an intersection.
• Multiple travel lanes merging or significant driver lane change patterns on the far-side of
intersection
• Transit route continues straight through intersection
• Higher volume of traffic on far-side
• Better existing pedestrian accommodations than far-side (i.e. sidewalks/crosswalks)
• Reduces the chances of a bus having to make a double stop (once for a red light and then
again at the bus stop)
• Minimizes interferences when traffic is heavy on the far side of the intersection
• Provides pedestrians/passengers with the closest access between crosswalks and the bus
doors
• Provides the bus driver with the full width of the intersection to pull away from the curb back
into the travel lane
• Provides bus drivers with the ability to check for oncoming traffic as well as other buses that
may be carrying potential passengers
• These types of stop locations create the possibility of conflicts with other vehicles trying to
make right turns
• Near-side stops can also create sight distance issues, including obscuring the view of curbside
traffic control devices and crossing pedestrians. Crossing pedestrians may themselves have
obscured sight distance
• Buses could be queued several hundred feet prior to the stop
• The stopped buses might also block the view of cross traffic stopped at the intersection
• Bus landing must give 10 feet clearance before pedestrian crossing to minimize intersection
interference
• If bike facility is present, appropriate design accommodations for safe bike routing including
signage and street markings are required
• When on street parking is present, transit vehicle merging space is required and dependent
on size of vehicle for curbside pull-out stops
• May be used as a queue jump
• Use of transit signaling may reduce delays
• Additional intersection clearance may be needed if high turn volumes are present
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Figure 10 Near-Side Stop Location
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Table 4 - Midblock Stop Location
MidBlock Stop Location
Description

A stop located somewhere near the middle of a block between two intersections.

Advantages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disadvantages

•

Application

•

Other
Considerations

•
•
•

High volume passenger destinations in proximity
Ability to accommodate midblock pedestrian crossing protection
Traffic conditions unsupportive of stop at intersection
Minimizes sight distance issues for both vehicles and pedestrians.
Passenger waiting areas at midblock stops may have less congestion
They require additional distance for restrictions relative to on-street parking
Pedestrians accessing or leaving the bus stop may be more likely to cross at the midblock point instead
of going out of their way to use a crosswalk at an intersection
Pedestrians who continue to properly use crosswalks to cross the street will have a farther walking
distance to or from the bus stop
Midblock signal warrants may be required in accordance with MUTCD at signalized pedestrian
crossings
Must provide safe pedestrian crossing zone behind bus landing
If bike facility is present, appropriate design accommodations for safe bike routing including signage
and street markings are required
When on-street parking is present, transit vehicle merging space is required and dependent on size of
vehicle for curbside pull-out stops
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Figure 11 Midblock Stop Location
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Stop Spacing
The process of choosing where a bus should stop must balance two considerations –
accessibility to bus stops and speed of service. When stops are placed close together
along a route, they provide more coverage and more opportunities for passengers to
board. While greater transit stop coverage provides greater access for passengers, it
also causes buses to spend more time stopping along the route, increasing travel time.
To balance both access and travel speed, Table 5 shows recommendations for stop
spacing dependent on land use. For denser areas such as Downtown Bentonville, 8001,400 feet between stops is recommended. In less dense areas, 1,500-2,000 feet
between stops is recommended.

Table 5 - Bus Stop Spacing Guidelines
Density
High
Medium - Low

Stop Spacing (ft.)
800-1,400
1,500-2,000

In addition to accessibility and speed of service, bus stop placement should also
consider accessibility factors. These factors include the placement at intersections,
existing transit network, trip generators, land uses, and pedestrian infrastructure. Bus
stops need to have adequate sidewalk connections and roadway crossing amenities
(i.e., marked crosswalks, median islands, curb ramps, pedestrian signals, etc.).

Stop Optimization
Bus stop optimization is an approach to improve the transit system by optimizing the
spacing and placement of bus stops to enhance speed and reliability while
maintaining access. Bus stop spacing must balance accessibility needs with passenger
travel time. Travel times, system reliability, service comfort, accessibility, and stop
facilities and amenities may all be improved by carefully considering bus stops. In
addition, optimizing bus stops along a roadway can enhance travel time savings for
users.

The bus stop spacing standards provide a basis for stop optimization. However, other
context-sensitive measures should also be considered to supplement spacing guidelines
such as traffic operations, geography of bus stop location, passenger amenities, a
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minimum of 5’ unobstructed sidewalks and ramps at intersections, and major
destinations in proximity to the bus stops. The optimization process should ensure that
stops are provided at transfer locations and controlled crossing locations.

A high level of public engagement and outreach is recommended in advance of stop
optimization to ensure a smooth transition for riders. Bus stop optimization, when
possible, should be done along a corridor or an entire continuous segment of a
roadway rather than in isolation. This helps maintain overall spacing for the entire route
and helps capture the maximum benefits for the transit system.

Driveways
Bus stop placement in proximity to driveways should be avoided when possible. Bus
stops placed near driveways present potential conflicts between transit passengers,
traffic, and transit vehicles. Bus stops should be placed at least 10’ upstream of a
driveway when possible. If blocking a driveway is unavoidable, it is preferred that the
bus fully block a driveway rather than partially block. This prevents vehicles from
attempting to squeeze by the bus and causing unsafe conditions due to reduced sight
distance.

Curbside Design
Developing appropriate designs for bus stops is necessary to create convenient,
comfortable, safe, accessible, and functional spaces where people can wait for a bus.
Bus stop design is primarily based on the physical configuration of the facility and the
amenities included there. The following sections define and describe the various
elements of the Bentonville bus stop designs and provide a comparison of the designs
for bus stop levels I and II.

Bus Stop Amenities
Bus stops are the points of access to a fixed route transit system. As such, the design of
these facilities has a major impact on user experience. The following amenities listed in
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Table 6 should be considered when constructing a bus stop.

Table 6 - Amenities
Amenity

Description

Bus Stop Area

The space containing bus stop amenities.

Walkway

Any pathway through which pedestrians will travel in front
of, behind, and around the Bus Stop Area.

Load Pad

The space at the bus stop where people will board or
alight the bus.

Bus Stop Sign

Signage that marks official bus stop locations including the
stop name/number, information about which routes use
the stop, and the scheduled times for buses to stop at the
facility.

Bus Stop Shelter

A structure that provides, at a minimum, a canopy under
which people may stand or sit when using the bus stop.

Route
Information/Wayfinding

Signage that provides system-level route information and
mapping, as well as information about nearby
destinations or points of interest.

Bench/Seating

A piece of furniture on which people can sit while they
wait at a bus stop.

Lighting Fixture

A lamp or other lighting equipment to provide illumination
for the bus stop.

Trash & Recycling Bins

Receptacles located in the Bus Stop Area to gather both
garbage and recyclable waste.

Bicycle Rack

A facility used to securely park bicycles near the bus stop.
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Bus Stop Design Levels
Bus stop design does not need to be static across the transit system. Bus stop design
levels allow for differentiation of amenities and required investment for each stop
depending on how many people are using a stop. Designing stop levels to include the
appropriate amount and type of amenities will help Bentonville responsibly allocate
limited funding and resources while also providing comfort and care for transit users.

Bentonville fixed route bus stops are designed using three levels: Level I, Level II, and
Level III. Bus stop design levels are distinguished by the amenities provided at the stop
and are determined by average daily ridership as described in Table 7. As Bentonville
implements transit service improvements and the transit market develops, the ridership
suggested for each design level can be updated to better reflect the present context if
appropriate.

Table 7 - Bus Stop Design Levels
Bus Stop Design Level

Stop Average Daily Ridership

Level I

Less than 15 passengers

Level II

15-30 passengers

Level III

More than 30 passengers

Level I
A Level I bus stop is meant to accommodate the lowest levels of ridership (fewer than
15 passengers per day). Level I includes a bus stop sign and route/wayfinding
information. All this information can typically be displayed on the same pole. Level I bus
stops are the bare minimum design for a stop.

A Level I bus stop should have at least one connection to the adjacent sidewalk on one
side of the load pad, but it is preferred to have one connection on each side of the
load pad. These spaces provide ADA-compliant access to the stop and should be at
least 4 feet wide and kept clear of amenities, debris, and other fixed obstacles.
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Additionally, it is preferred that Level I bus stops are placed between the existing
sidewalk and the curb, where space permits. In these instances, a walkway/waiting
area should be included between the load pad and the curb. This space should be at
least 4 feet wide to allow for ADA-compliant access and should be kept clear of
amenities, debris, and other fixed obstacles. The adjacent sidewalk should pass behind
the bus stop so that pedestrian through-traffic and people waiting at the bus stop do
not conflict as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The sidewalk should be at least 5 feet
wide. In instances where there is not enough space to place the bus stop in front of the
sidewalk, the bus stop should be placed behind the sidewalk with the sidewalk
doubling as the walkway/waiting area in front of the bus stop (between the bus stop
and the curb) as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. In these situations, the sidewalk
should still be at least 5 feet wide.

Each Level I stop should also have a load pad where the front boarding activity will
occur and may also have a load pad where rear boarding activity could occur. For
ADA compliance purposes, load pads should be kept clear of amenities, debris, and
other fixed obstacles.
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Figure 12 - Street View of Preferred Level I Bus Stop Design
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Figure 13 - Aerial View of Preferred Level I Bus Stop Design
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Figure 14 - Street View of Standard Level I Bus Stop Design
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Figure 15 - Aerial View of Standard Level I Bus Stop Design

Level II
A Level II bus stop is meant to accommodate intermediate ridership (15 to 30
passengers per day). Level II bus stops include the following amenities within the bus
stop area:

•
•
•
•

Bus stop sign and route/wayfinding information (recommended to be affixed to
the same pole),
Bench/seating,
Lighting fixtures, and
Trash and recycling bins.
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A Level II bus stop should have at least one connection to the adjacent sidewalk on
one side of the Bus Stop Area, but it is preferred to have one connection on each side
of the Bus Stop Area. These spaces provide ADA-compliant access to the Bus Stop Area
and should be at least 4 feet wide and kept clear of amenities, debris, and other fixed
obstacles. In addition, it is preferred that Level II bus stops are placed between the
existing sidewalk and the curb, where space permits. In these instances, a
walkway/waiting area should be included in front of the bus stop (between the bus
stop and the curb). This space should be at least 4 feet wide to allow for ADAcompliant access and should be kept clear of amenities, debris, and other fixed
obstacles. The adjacent sidewalk should pass behind the bus stop so that pedestrian
through-traffic and people waiting at the bus stop do not conflict as shown in Figure 16
and Figure 17. The sidewalk should be at least 5 feet wide. In instances where there is
not enough space to place the bus stop in front of the sidewalk, the bus stop should be
placed behind the sidewalk with the sidewalk doubling as the walkway/waiting area in
front of the bus stop (between the bust stop and the curb) as shown in Figure 18 and
Figure 19. In these situations, the sidewalk should still be at least 5 feet wide.

Like Level I, Level II stops should also have a load pad where the front boarding activity
will occur and may also have a load pad where rear boarding activity could occur. For
ADA compliance purposes, load pads should be kept clear of amenities, debris, and
other fixed obstacles.
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Figure 16 - Street View of Preferred Level II Bus Stop Design
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Figure 17 - Aerial View of Preferred Level II Bus Stop Design
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Figure 18 - Street View of Standard Level II Bus Stop Design
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Figure 19 - Aerial View of Standard Level II Bus Stop Design
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Level III
A Level III bus stop is meant to accommodate higher levels of ridership (30+ passengers
per day). Level III bus stops are recommended for Mobility Hubs. Mobility Hub areas
connect multiple transit lines to locally significant activity centers and areas of hightransit demand. The Mobility Hubs make traveling by bus, bike, or foot both attractive
and accessible options as they provide enhanced transit amenities, are located within
popular destination areas and connect to near-by walking and biking facilities. Further
details about Mobility Hubs can be found in the Transit Oriented Development section
of the Local Transit Plan. Level III includes the following amenities within the bus stop
area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus stop signage,
Bus stop shelter,
Route information/wayfinding,
Bench/seating,
Lighting fixtures,
Trash and recycling bins, and
Bicycle parking.

The primary differences between Level II amenities and Level III amenities is that Level III
bus stops have shelters and bicycle racks due to accommodating higher numbers of
people.
Level III stops should have at least one connection to the adjacent sidewalk on one
side of the Bus Stop Area, but it is preferred to have one connection on each side of the
Bus Stop Area. These spaces provide ADA-compliant access to the Bus Stop Area and
should be at least 4 feet wide and kept clear of amenities, debris, and other fixed
obstacles. In addition, like Level II bus stops, it is preferred that Level III bus stops are
placed between the existing sidewalk and the curb, where space permits. In these
instances, a walkway/waiting area should be included in front of the bus stop (between
the bus stop and the curb). This space should be at least 4 feet wide to allow for ADAcompliant access and should be kept clear of amenities, debris, and other fixed
obstacles. The adjacent sidewalk should pass behind the bus stop so that pedestrian
through-traffic and people waiting at the bus stop do not conflict as shown in Figure 20
and Figure 21. The sidewalk should be at least 5 feet wide. In instances where there is
not enough space to place the bus stop in front of the sidewalk, the bus stop should be
placed behind the sidewalk with the sidewalk doubling as the walkway/waiting area in
front of the bus stop (between the bust stop and the curb). In these situations, the
sidewalk should still be at least 5 feet wide as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
These stops should also have a load pad where the front boarding activity will occur
and may also have a load pad where rear boarding activity could occur. For ADA
compliance purposes, load pads should be kept clear of amenities, debris, and other
fixed obstacles. Note that route information in this instance can be larger than in the
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Level II bus stop design because it can be affixed to the interior or exterior of the bus
stop shelter.

Figure 20 - Street View of Preferred Level III Bus Stop Design
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Figure 21 - Aerial View of Preferred Level III Bus Stop Design
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Figure 22 - Street View of Standard Level III Bus Stop Design
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Figure 23 - Aerial View of Standard Level III Bus Stop Design
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Multimodal Connectivity
All transit users begin their transit trip by traveling to a bus stop and end their trip
traveling from the bus stop to their destination. Multimodal connectivity considers all the
ways transit users travel to get to and from a transit stop. Ensuring these modes of travel,
such as walking and biking, are safe and comfortable to and from bus stops is key to
having a well-connected transit system. Bentonville’s transit system should leverage the
existing pedestrian and bicycle facilities and plan for future facilities around bus stops to
best support the transit user’s “first and last mile” connections. This ensures transit users
can easily travel from their trip origin to the bus stop and from the bus stop to their
destination.

Pedestrian Considerations
Sidewalks to and from transit stops are considered a minimum for encouraging
multimodal connectivity for people walking or wheeling to transit stops. People are
generally willing to walk about ¼ mile or ten minutes to their transit stop. This distance
may increase if the walking environment is more pleasant and the transit stop contains
more amenities. A connected and well-maintained sidewalk network is critical for transit
riders that are mobility impaired and/or use mobility devices to travel.
The following are recommended pedestrian considerations that should be present
within at least ¼ mile of the transit stop:
•
•
•
•
•

Sidewalks,
Safe crossings,
Shaded walking paths,
Street lighting, and
Navigational support (i.e., maps, signage, clearly marked transit stops).

Figure 24 - Pedestrian Considerations
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Highly visible crosswalks and pedestrian hybrid beacons can greatly increase the user’s
feelings of safety along the corridor as shown in Figure 24. High visibility crosswalks can
be used at all corners of the intersection to eliminate unneeded crossing by people
walking. Similarly, adding amenities such as shaded walking paths, benches, and a
shelter at the stop can encourage users to engage with pedestrian facilities and
increase their level of comfort. Please refer to the multimodal component of the Master
Streets Plan for further pedestrian design guidance.

Bicycle Considerations
Similar to pedestrian considerations, bicycle facilities aim to increase the safety,
comfort, and space designated for bicyclists as they make first and last mile
connections to transit. Adding bicycle infrastructure that leads to transit stops can
increase connectivity by providing users other mode options for traveling longer
distances that are safe and convenient. As shown in Figure 25, infrastructure and
amenities for people biking typically include:

•
•
•
•
•

Safe and considerate bus/bike interactions,
Safe and comfortable, bike infrastructure leading to transit stops,
Bike share facilities integrated at key transit locations (mobility hubs, etc.),
Transit vehicles equipped with bike carrying racks, and
Secure bike parking near transit stops.

Figure 25 - Bicycle Considerations

Key bicycle connectivity improvements include the addition of secure long-term and
short-term bike racks at bus stops. Long-term bike parking is a secure place for people
to leave their bike while they ride transit and is ideal for people who have a short last
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mile trip. Secure bike parking establishes clear and designated areas for bicyclists to
store their bikes and relieves the user of having to bring the bike with them. In addition,
all transit vehicles should provide a standard bike rack capable of holding three
bicycles. This ensures transit riders that need to ride for their first and last mile
connections can do so with ease by being able to bring their bike on the bus. Lastly,
integrating a public bike share program with the transit system encourages users
without bicycles and tourists to use the bicycle and transit infrastructure. More details
about bicycle design guidance can be found in the multimodal component of the
Master Streets Plan.

Accessibility
Accessibility is an integral component of connectivity and aims to provide user-friendly
transit service to all people. Accessibility extends beyond physical accessibility and
should include information accessibility and financial accessibility. Having clear and
legible information both online and in print regarding stop locations, service times, and
departures contribute greatly to transit accessibility and user experience. Financial
accessibility refers to the cost of using the transit system and access to payment
methods (i.e., bus passes, electronic bus passes, ticket vending stations). Optimizing
routes and connecting users to major activity centers can reduce the need for multiple
connections and overall trip costs. This form of accessibility also considers how and
where users can pay for these trips. Maintaining ticket vending machines and recharge
stations in areas with high demand is key to providing service to all customers. Similarly,
providing various payment methods and programs allows users to choose an option
that works best for their needs and budget. Physical accessibility has been outlined by
the American with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Notable provisions highlighted in the 2006 Department of Transportation ADA Standards
for Transportation Facilities include the location of accessible routes (206.3), detectable
warnings on curb ramps (406.8), and bus boarding and alighting areas (810.2.2).
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Introduction
A successful transit network is one that takes people where they want to go, when they
want to go there. The Market Analysis revealed many opportunities for improvements in
Bentonville’s current transit system. When asking the public their thoughts on
Bentonville’s current transit service, most people feel that the service is in inadequate
(53 percent of respondents) or they are simply not familiar with the service (40 percent
of respondents). Bentonville’s low transit ridership reflects the feedback from the public,
however there is unmet transit potential in the community. The analysis suggests that
the demand for transit is not being met and establishing a set of service delivery
standards could help make riding transit easier and more intuitive.

A key takeaway from the analysis, greatly shaping the recommendations outlined
below, is that Bentonville will be best supported by a transit network of multiple routes as
opposed to one fixed route. A transit network can more effectively utilize resources and
provide better service to the community. A transit service depending only on one route
may spread the service too thin trying to meet multiple demands. Ultimately, this leads
to long travel times and infrequent service; rendering transit unusable for those who
might consider it and cumbersome for those that must use it. A transit network focuses
on specific areas with high transit demand and is flexible to meet needs as the transit
market develops in key areas. This allows for shorter travel times, more frequent buses,
and reliable service. It also allows the City to be more strategic and adaptive with
resources as the transit market develops and demand changes.

The following recommendations build from the analysis performed for the Market
Analysis. The recommendations apply best transit practices grounded within the
context of Bentonville to provide a transit service that supports the community’s needs,
encourages new transit riders, and continues to support Bentonville’s prosperity.

Transit Network vs Circulator Route
The following recommendations are built around the conclusion that a transit network
will be the most effective strategy for the future of transit in Bentonville.

While a service relying on one circulator route provides good physical coverage and
access to opportunities, it can foster out-of-direction travel. The passenger must first
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travel away from their desired destination in order to eventually reach their end
destination. This has compounding negative effects; not only does it increase travel
time, but the perception of the inconvenient travel pattern can serve as an
impediment to transit use. Figure 1 illustrates how a bi-directional route network can
solve travel time issues that persist with a circulator route and makes the routes more
desirable to use.

Although a circulator service may initially help provide physical coverage and access,
the service is limited in its ability to respond to changing demand and other potential
context changes. For instance, if a specific section of a circulator route starts to
experience higher ridership, the circulator can only increase frequency for the entire
route and not simply increase service on the section experiencing higher ridership.
Whereas, if the area experiencing higher ridership was serviced by a bi-directional route
network, the frequency can be increased along that section of the route (as illustrated
in Figure 2). The bi-directional network allows service to be adaptive to transit demand
and better allocate resources.

Figure 1 – Bi-Directional Network Travel Time Savings
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Figure 2 - Bi-Directional Network Adaptability

Recommended Transit Network
A recommended transit network consisting of seven routes is the ultimate
recommendation for the future of transit service in Bentonville. These routes were
determined based on analysis of current and future conditions. The recommended
network covers all areas of current and future transit need along with major population
and employment centers. Additionally, these routes establish a connection to the
regional transit network giving transit riders the ability to seamlessly travel outside of
Bentonville.
This recommended transit network in tandem with the recommended Service
Standards should be the ultimate goal guiding all future transit investments. However,
the implementation of this network must be grounded in a realistic timeline and
financial investment constraints. The approach below details the recommended
incremental improvements, a route prioritization tool, and guiding principles to best
determine future transit improvements that lead to building out the recommended
network.
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Figure 3 - Recommended Transit Network
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Recommended Bus Stops
The recommended transit network will require many new bus stops to serve the
recommended routes. Bus stop locations were guided by the Service Standards
spacing guidelines (Table 1). In addition to the spacing guidelines, proposed bus stop
locations considered: land use, the presence of pedestrian facilities, proximity to
important destinations, intersection design, and the existing transit network. An
engineering review of all 125 proposed bus stops analyzed the locations to ensure
traffic operations and safety needs were adequately considered. Please see Appendix
A for the engineering bus stop review memo. Figure 3 depicts all 125 proposed bus
stops. As new bus stops are implemented, bus stop design should follow the guidelines
established in the Service Standards. Bus stop design levels are dependent on levels of
average daily ridership. New bus stops should be considered Level I unless otherwise
noted in the recommendations below (Figure 4). Ridership levels at the new bus stops
should be reviewed periodically to determine if the bus stop meets the standards for
Bus Stop Design Level II or III (Figure 6 - Figure 7).

Table 1 - Service Standards Bus Stop Spacing Guidelines
Population
Density
High
Medium - Low

Recommended Stop
Spacing
800 – 1,400 ft
1,500 – 2,000
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Figure 4 - Recommended Bus Stops
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Figure 5 - Preferred Level I Bus Stop Design
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Figure 6 - Preferred Level II Bus Stop Design
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Figure 7 - Preferred Level III Bus Stop Design
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Phased Implementation Plan
Prioritization Methods
The prioritization method for the implementation of transit routes uses a quantitative
approach that prioritizes routes by proximity of each route to transit-supportive
indicators. While each of these indicators help to individually support transit ridership,
the totality of the indicators provides an understanding of where transit may be best
supported. The indicators to be scored across each route include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Projected Ridership*
Future Population Density
Future Employment Density
Current Transit Demand
Local Destinations Served
*Projected Ridership is based off the ridership forecast generated as a part of the
Connect NWA 10-Year Transit Development Plan.

A total number of points for each indicator were assessed for each route then scored
and weighted according to their transit-supportive propensity. Table 2 displays the total
points possible for each indicator. The methodology for scoring each indicator is further
described below.

Table 2 - Prioritization Scoring Table
Route

#

Projected
Ridership
Score
0-3 pts

Future
Population
Score
0-5 pts

Future
Employment
Score
0-5 pts

Current
Transit
Demand
Score
0-4 pts

Destinations
Score

0-4 pts

Projected Ridership
Average daily ridership totals for each route have been pulled from the Connect NWA
2045 No Build STOPS model. It is important to note that while the projected ridership
numbers are helpful for understanding transit propensity, the proposed ridership should
not be the only indicator considered. The Connect NWA STOPS model was run at a
regional level rather than making Bentonville-specific projections. It also does not
consider some of the additional route and service recommendations made for this
specific effort. Lastly, the model has limitations related to fixed route local bus service.
For these reasons, projected ridership is weighted the least for the scoring prioritization.
Routes were scored as follows:
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•
•
•
•

Routes with a projected average daily ridership over 300 in 2045 were given a
score of 3.
Routes with a projected average daily ridership of 200-300 in 2045 were given a
score of 2.
Routes with a projected average daily ridership of 100-199 in 2045 were given a
score of 1.
Routes with a projected average daily ridership under 100 in 2045 were given a
score of 0.

The projected ridership scores for each route are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3 - Projected Ridership Score
Route

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Projected Average
Daily Ridership
385
248
452
119
26
24
N/A

Projected
Ridership
Score
3
2
3
1
0
0
0

Future Population Density
Routes located in areas of higher population density are often more supportive of
transit than less dense areas. Population projections for 2045 were pulled from the
Connect NWA STOPS model to locate the areas of the highest population densities.
Population projections were provided at the traffic analysis zone (TAZ) level. For the
purposes of this analysis, 11 TAZs were identified as having the highest projected
population density in 2045. Scores were based on how many of the 11 highest
population density TAZs are served by each route. Scores were determined based on
the following criteria:
•
•
•

Routes serving 5 or more of the identified high population density TAZs were
given a score of 5.
Routes serving 4 of the identified high population density TAZs were given a score
of 4.
Routes serving 3 of the identified high population density TAZs were given a score
of 3.
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•
•
•

Routes serving 2 of the identified high population density TAZs were given a score
of 2.
Routes serving 1 of the identified high population density TAZs were given a score
of 1.
Routes serving 0 of the identified high population density TAZs were given a score
of 0.

The future population density scores for each route are displayed in Table 4.

Table 4 - Future Population Score
Route

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Number of High
Population Density
TAZs in 2045 Served
by Route
2
5
3
3
1
3
4

Future Population
Score

2
5
3
3
1
3
4

Future Employment Density
The proximity of jobs to local transit routes helps build transit ridership as the work
commute can be made by bus if located in walking distance of job centers.
Employment projections for 2045 were pulled from the Connect NWA Travel Demand
Model (TDM) to determine where the highest density of jobs will be located.
Employment projections were provided at the TAZ level. For the purposes of this analysis,
seven TAZs with the highest projected employment density were identified. Scores were
based on how many of the seven highest employment density TAZs are served by each
route. Scores were determined based on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Routes serving 6 or more of the identified high employment density TAZs were
given a score of 5.
Routes serving 5 of the identified high employment density TAZs were given a
score of 4.
Routes serving 4 of the identified high employment density TAZs were given a
score of 3.
Routes serving 3 of the identified high employment density TAZs were given a
score of 2.
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•
•

Routes serving 1-2 of the identified high employment density TAZs were given a
score of 1.
Routes serving 0 of the identified high employment density TAZs were given a
score of 0.

The future employment density scores for each route are displayed in Table 5.

Table 5 - Future Employment Score
Route

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Number of High
Employment
Density TAZs in 2045
Served by Route
3
5
7
4
2
4
3

Future
Employment
Score
2
4
5
3
1
3
2

Current Transit Demand
This analysis incorporates the transit composite score implemented in the Market
Analysis to quantify areas that currently support and/or likely need transit access for
daily travel. Data from the 2018 American Community Survey database and 2017
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) were used to identify where transit
might be most successful depending on demographic subgroups. The following three
measures of transit-need were considered for the overall transit composite score:
•

•

•

Transit Potential: Transit potential is a measure that defines areas with existing
markets primed for public transportation. Areas with higher population and
employment densities are scored higher for transit potential as these are areas
that have the potential to generate high ridership.
Transit Dependent Population: Transit dependent population represents
community members with high demand for public transportation services due to
a lack of personal automobile access, or inability to operate a motor vehicle (i.e.
too young or too old to drive).
Transit Need: Transit need represents the remaining citizen groups who may
require special accommodations when it comes to transportation. This includes
limited English-speaking proficiency (LEP) households, people representing
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minority populations, people with disabilities, and those with low income/living
under the poverty line.
Scores for each demographic subgroup representing the above measures were
assigned to TAZs and then added together to get the composite score (with a
possible range of 0-36). The transit composite scoring is considered a current transit
demand measure. For the purposes of this analysis, six TAZs with the highest transit
composite score were identified. Current transit demand scores were based on how
many of the six identified TAZs are served by each route. Scores were determined
based on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Routes serving 4 or more of the identified TAZs were given a score of 4.
Routes serving 3 of the identified TAZs were given a score of 3.
Routes serving 2 of the identified TAZs were given a score of 2.
Routes serving 1 of the identified TAZs were given a score of 1.
Routes serving 0 of the identified TAZs were given a score of 0.

The current transit demand scores for each route are displayed in Table 6.

Table 6 - Current Transit Demand Score
Route

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

High Transit Composite
Score TAZs Served by
Route
2
3
3
2
1
1
4

Current Transit
Demand
Score
2
3
3
2
1
1
4

Local Destinations Served
Identifying popular local destinations can be helpful for understanding where transit
riders might want to go. Local attractions that may draw transit riders were identified
using information from Visit Bentonville. Arts & cultural attractions, historic sites, and
music & entertainment destinations were all considered. The following locations were
mapped as popular local destinations:
•
•
•

21c Museum
8th St Market
Amazeum
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bentonville Brewing Company
Bentonville Community Center
Bentonville Public Library
Climb Bentonville
Compton Gardens and Conference Center
Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art
Great Day! Skate Place
Lawrence Plaza/Downtown Bentonville
Melvin Ford Aquatic Center
Mildred Cooper Memorial Chapel
Museum of Native American History
Planet Fitness
Skylight Cinema
The Momentary
The Peel Mansion and Heritage Gardens
Urban Forest Axe House
Walmart Museum

Routes were scored depending on how many local destinations were served within 0.25
miles of the route. Scores were determined based off the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Routes serving 9 or more of the identified destinations were given a score of 4.
Routes serving 7-8 of the identified destinations were given a score of 3.
Routes serving 5-6 of the identified destinations were given a score of 2.
Routes serving 3-4 of the identified destinations were given a score of 1.
Routes serving under 3 of the identified destinations were given a score of 0.

The destinations scores for each route are displayed in Table 7.

Table 7 - Destinations Score
Route
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

# of Destinations
Served by Route
5
6
7
7
8
9
4

Destinations Score
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Prioritization Scoring
The prioritization tool incorporates the analysis of transit-supportive indicators discussed
to understand what routes would have the biggest impact and best support transit
investments in Bentonville. To prioritize the proposed routes, each route was scored by
the indicators discussed above then summed together and weighted for a total priority
score. Table 8 displays all indicator scores for each route. Each indicator score was
given a weight according to their propensity for spurring and supporting transit
demand. Weights for each indicator are displayed in Table 9. The final prioritization
scores and rank for each route are featured in Table 10. The highest scoring routes are
considered the highest priority in terms of implementation and phasing of the
recommended transit network.

Table 8. Transit-Supportive Indicator Scores
Route

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Projected
Ridership
Score

Future
Population
Score

Future
Employment
Score

3
2
3
1
0
0
0

2
5
3
3
1
3
4

2
4
5
3
1
3
2
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Current
Transit
Demand
Score
2
3
3
2
1
1
4

Destination
s Score

2
2
3
3
3
4
1
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Table 9 - Prioritization Indicator Weights
Scoring
Indicator
Average Daily
Ridership Score
Future
Population
Density Score
Future Job
Density Score
Transit
Composite
Score
Destinations
Served Score

Weight
3%
30%

35%
20%

12%

Table 10 - Prioritization Scores and Ranking
Route

102
103
107
104
106
101
105

Projecte
d
Ridershi
p Score
2
3
0
1
0
3
0

Future
Population
Score

Future
Employme
nt Score

5
3
4
3
3
2
1

4
5
2
3
3
2
1

Current
Transit
Demand
Score
3
3
4
2
1
2
1
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Destination
s Score

Prioritizatio
n Score

Rank

2
3
1
3
4
2
3

3.8
3.7
2.82
2.74
2.63
2.03
1.21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Phased Implementation Plan
The recommended seven fixed-route transit system presented above is the ultimate
long-term goal for transit in Bentonville. The recommended network fully covers areas of
current transit need and future demand. However, the full-fledged network is ambitious
and requires a phased implementation plan to foster a supportive transit market and
allocate the necessary resources over time.

The phased approach below describes incremental steps to take toward deliberately
building Bentonville’s transit network in a financially responsible way. The prioritization
tool guides the phasing recommendations and is a tool for future transit decisions and
resource allocation. Phase I recommends low-cost improvements that can be
implemented in the short-term. For this phase, a realignment of ORT Route 11 was
considered as a possibility. However, the realignment resulted only in minimal time
savings, and some of existing bus stops would need to be eliminated. Given these
results, any benefit from the minimal time savings was not enough to offset the negative
consequences of removing existing bus stops. Instead of a realignment, this phase
recommends improving existing bus stops and establishing an on-demand transit
service zone.

Phase II initiates the roll-out of the transit network recommendations. The three routes
102, 103, and 104 are the priority for implementation in this phase. Implementing the
transit network, as opposed to continuing ORT Route 11, would best meet the City’s
transit needs, improve rider satisfaction, and allow the City to effectively apply
resources where they would have the biggest impact. Phase III builds on the three-route
core transit network by improving the frequency of service as soon as financially
feasible.

Long-term recommendations include improving the existing system by expanding the
span of service, improving frequency, and implementing additional routes using the
prioritization tool as the transit market develops over time.

Lastly, alternative transit services are considered. If transit demand is not fully met by the
fixed-route system, there are specific opportunities to supplement transit such as
providing shuttle services for key destinations in Bentonville.
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Phase I
Phase I offers immediate actions that improve upon the existing transit service in
Bentonville. Phase I features include expanding service coverage by implementing an
on-demand service zone and extending the existing span of service further into the
evening.

For Phase I, it is recommended to maintain the ORT 11 route alignment the same as it is
currently and upgrade bus stops along the route (Figure 8). Three bus stops have been
identified for improvement. The existing stops at the Walmart Supercenter on Walton
Boulevard, the Touchstone Apartments on D Street, and the Bentonville Public Library
were identified as potential stops for improvement due to their higher ridership. These
stops are recommended to be improved to a Level II bus stop design which includes
adding a bench at each stop. The upgraded amenities will provide riders an elevated
experience while waiting for their bus.
The proposed on-demand service zone would provide on-demand service within the
specified area by ORT. This service supplements the ORT 11 route by expanding the
service area not within walking distance of ORT 11 and provides an additional ondemand bus in areas where ORT 11 currently serves. The on-demand service allows
riders to schedule a bus trip within the zone by using the On-Demand Transit application
on a smart phone, desktop computer, or by calling a direct number. This service
overlaps with the existing taxi voucher program but provides a more user-friendly
experience. Therefore, it is recommended to drop the taxi voucher program and
reallocate those program funds towards the on-demand service.

ORT 11 currently runs during the week starting at 7:05 AM and ending at 4:05 PM with a
frequency of 60 minutes. Extending service hours from 7:05 AM to 6:05 PM is
recommended for this phase (Table 11). The extended service hours in the evening
better cover the time many working people would use transit for traveling home from
work. The extended hours would therefore remove a potential barrier for people to
choose transit as a travel mode to work and make the system easier to use for those
that currently rely on transit to get to work. The same service hours for the on-demand
service are recommended. The current service frequency for ORT 11 (60 minutes) will be
maintained in Phase I.
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Table 11 - Phase I Span of Service & Frequency
Service Type
Fixed Route
On-Demand

Span of Service
Monday – Friday
7:05AM – 6:05PM
Monday – Friday
7:05AM – 6:05PM

Frequency
60 Min
N/A

A high-level cost estimation for Phase I was calculated to provide a basis for the
financial investment needed for Phase I implementation (Table 12). Costs for the fixed
route service (ORT 11) were estimated using the current service hourly rate ($75.50)
multiplied by the annual service hours (2,805) which equals to total annual cost of
$211,777.50. Costs for the on-demand service were estimated similarly to the fixed route
service but include the addition of a one-time software fee ($25,000) and an annual
connection fee ($6,000). The total cost for the first year of on-demand service is $242,
777.50. After the first year, the on-demand service is estimated to cost $217,777.50.
Please note, these cost estimations do not include the cost savings from the taxi
voucher program elimination, nor do they include new bus stop amenity costs.
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Figure 8 - Phase I
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Table 12 - Phase I Cost Estimation
Service
Type

Service
Days

Service
Hours

Software
Fee

Annua
l Fee

Frequency

Buses
per
Hour

First Year
Cost

Total
Annual
Cost

2,805

Service
Rate
per
Hour
$75.5

Fixed
Route
OnDeman
d
Service

255

N/A

N/A

60 min

1

$211,777.50

$211,777.50

255

2,805

$75.5

$25,000

$6,000

N/A

1

$242,777.50

$217,777.50

$454,555.00

$429,555.00

Total Service Cost:

Phase II
Phase II establishes the beginning features of the recommended transit network. The
proposed fixed routes and upgraded bus stops will provide an almost entirely new and
greatly enhanced transit experience.

Phase II recommends implementing three new fixed routes in Bentonville. Proposed
routes 102, 103, and 104 are recommended based off the prioritization process. While
the prioritization scores were very close for Route 104 and Route 107, Route 104 is
recommended in this phase as it serves downtown and NWACC. NWACC is
Bentonville’s connection to the regional transit network. The three fixed routes provide
transit service that replaces the service for ORT 11 and the on-demand service.
Therefore, ORT 11 and the on-demand service are eliminated in Phase II. The proposed
transit network better serves transit riders by streamlining service in key areas rather than
spread thinly across the city as with ORT 11 and will greatly improve average travel
times for riders.

Phase II incorporates many existing ORT 11 bus stops, but also requires many additional
stops to serve Routes 102, 103, and 104. The recommended bus stops for Phase II have
been categorized by Bus Stop Design Levels I, II, and III. Bus Stop Design Levels have
been attributed to proposed bus stops based on existing ridership, potential ridership,
and the Transit Oriented Development analysis. Bus stops should follow guidelines
established in the Service Standards. Bus Stop Level III amenity upgrades are
recommended for stops serving the NWA Medical Center, NWACC, and Downtown
Bentonville as they have been identified as Mobility Hubs in the Transit Oriented
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Development analysis. The bus stops recommended for Bus Stop Level II have been
designated as such due to their existing and/or future ridership potential.

The span of service and frequency from Phase I is maintained for Phase II. However,
Service in Phase II is recommended to run at a 60 min frequency across all three routes,
Monday – Friday, 7:05 a.m. to 6:05 PM.

Table 13 - Phase II Span of Service & Frequency
Service Type
102, 103, & 104 – Fixed
Route

Span of Service
Monday – Friday
7:05AM – 6:05PM

Frequency
60 Min

A high-level cost estimation for Phase II was calculated to provide a basis for the
financial investment needed for Phase II implementation (Table 14Table 12). Costs for
the fixed route service (ORT 11) were estimated using the current service hourly rate
($75.50) multiplied by the annual service hours (2,805) multiplied by the daily number of
buses in service (3). This equals to a total annual cost of $635,332.50. Please note, these
cost estimations do not include the cost savings from the on-demand and ORT 11
service elimination, nor do they include paratransit, bus acquisition and bus stop
amenity costs.
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Figure 9 - Phase II
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Table 14 - Phase II Cost Estimation
Service
Type

Route
102

Route
103

Route
104

Service
Days

255

255

255

Span of Service

Monday –
Friday
7:05AM –
6:05PM
Monday –
Friday
7:05AM –
6:05PM
Monday –
Friday
7:05AM –
6:05PM

Service
Hours

Service
Rate per
Hour

Frequency

Buses
per
Hour

Total Annual
Cost

2,805

$75.5

60 min

1

$211,777.50

2,805

$75.5

60 min

1

$211,777.50

2,805

$75.5

60 min

1

$211,777.50

Total Annual Service Cost:

$635,332.50

Phase III
Phase III recommendations improve upon on the three-route network implemented in
Phase II. As transit demand builds across Routes 102,103, and 104, frequency should be
improved accordingly.

This phase recommends improving frequency where demand is building and to do so
whenever financially feasible. When the public was asked what is the longest time they
would wait for a bus, 38 percent of respondents answered 11-20 minutes and almost
half (48 percent) answered 5-10 minutes. Given that the public’s willingness to wait for a
bus caps at 20 minutes, a frequency of 30 minutes (at most) is highly recommended to
be implemented as soon as feasibly possible across all three routes. Average daily
ridership for each route should be diligently assessed and improved frequencies should
be implemented first across the routes showing the highest demand. Given this phase
provides no new route alignments, an image of the network has not been provided as it
is the same as Phase II.

A high-level cost estimation for Phase III was calculated to provide a basis for the
financial investment needed for Phase III implementation (Table 15Table 14Table 12).
The cost estimation reflects a 30-minute frequency across all three routes. Costs for
each fixed route were estimated using the current service hourly rate ($75.50) multiplied
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by the annual service hours (2,805) multiplied by the daily number of buses in service
(2). This equals to a total annual cost service cost of $1,270,665.00. Please note, these
cost estimations do not include paratransit or bus acquisition costs.

Table 15 - Phase III Cost Estimation
Service
Type

Route
102

Service
Days

255

Route
103

255

Route
104

255

Span of Service

Monday –
Friday
7:05AM –
6:05PM
Monday –
Friday
7:05AM –
6:05PM
Monday –
Friday
7:05AM –
6:05PM

Service
Hours

Buses
per
Hour

Total Annual
Cost

$75.5

30
minutes

2

$ 423,555.00

5,610

$75.5

30
minutes

2

$ 423,555.00

5,610

30
$75.5
minutes
2
Total Annual Service Cost:

5,610

Service
Rate per
Hour

Frequency

$ 423,555.00
$ 1,270,665.00

Long-Term Actions
The benefit of a transit network is the ability to dynamically respond to the changing
transit market. This allows the City to be more strategic with resources and the resources
invested produce more impactful outcomes. As the transit market in Bentonville
responds to the improvements made in Phase II and Phase III, long term improvements
should move toward expanding service. Expanding service can be in the form of
extending the span of service, increasing frequency, and implementing additional
routes.

The long-term goal for transit in Bentonville is to implement the seven-route transit
network that fully covers areas of transit need and demand (Figure 3). The prioritization
tool should be used to help guide decisions and resources concerning new route
implementation.
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To ensure the system takes people where they want to go and when they want to
arrive, expanding the span of service to run throughout the week (including weekends)
and starting service earlier in the morning (6:00AM) and extending service later in the
evening (10:00PM or later) should be a long-term action that the City works towards
implementing. In the same vein, increasing frequency to under 30 minutes on higher
demand routes will alleviate another barrier for potential transit riders.

It is also important to consider bus stop improvements to bring all stops up to the Service
Standards recommended Bus Stop Design Levels according to their ridership. Average
Daily Ridership for all stops should be evaluated on a consistent basis to determine bus
stop amenities. Pedestrian access should be prioritized above all other improvements.
This includes ensuring sidewalk connectivity within a ¼ mile of the bus stop. Additionally,
Mobility Hubs identified in the Transit Oriented Development analysis should be
prioritized for amenity upgrades as these areas are likely to be supporting the highest
transit demand and are important intersections in the transit system.

Lastly, performance metrics identified in the Bentonville Service Standards should be set
in the context of the transit system’s performance and evaluated on a consistent basis.
The performance metrics should be used as an additional guide for transit service
decisions and resource allocation.

Alternative Service
Alternative transit services can provide additional service around a specific demand
that a fixed route system cannot support. Two potential alternative transit services have
been identified for Bentonville – a mountain bike shuttle service and a Walmart
employee shuttle service.

As the self-proclaimed Mountain Bike Capital of the World, Bentonville is home to many
mountain bikers and welcomes many mountain bike tourists throughout the year. The
proposed fixed route transit network does not reach many of the mountain biking
destinations in town, leaving an unmet opportunity for an alternative transit service. The
City should consider a public-private partnership to create a mountain biking-oriented
shuttle service. This type of service could help reduce the reliance the on private
automobile travel while also adding to the City’s notoriety for world class mountain
biking facilities.
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An employer-based shuttle service has been identified as an additional alternative
transit opportunity. As the major creator of jobs in Bentonville, Walmart employs a
significant portion of working people in Bentonville. The City should further consider the
potential for a public-private partnership with Walmart to develop an employee work
commute shuttle. A service like this would be a major benefit to Walmart employees
that has the potential to reduce work commute-related congestion and pollution.

The mention of these alternative services is to highlight a potential unmet transit
demand that a fixed route service is unable to support. These services also have to
potential to positively impact local impressions of transit service in Bentonville and
improve overall rider satisfaction.
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Appendix A: Engineering Review of
Proposed Bus Stops
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Bentonville Transit Stop Engineering Review
Alliance Transportation’s Traffic Engineering Group was tasked with reviewing the
placement of future transit stops in Bentonville, Arkansas as part of the Bentonville
Master Street Plan. A total of 125 transit stops were reviewed in regard to traffic
operations and safety. It was determined whether the placement of the stop was
acceptable or needed adjustment to address operation and safety needs. The possible
implementation of transit stop features were also reviewed at stop locations.

Methodology/Key Takeaways
Historical aerial imagery was used to review the area surrounding the transit stop. If the
transit stop was located at an intersection, near-side and far-side were considered for
operations and safety. For midblock transit stop locations, the location and street layout
were considered.
If located at an intersection, ATG reviewed the numbers of travel lanes and turn bays,
intersection alignment (skewed), speed limit, surrounding driveways, and any other
potential conflicts. If located midblock, ATG reviewed number of travel lanes, speed
limit, surrounding driveways (if any), and any other potential conflicts. It was noted at
locations with only one travel lane, that although it is an illegal traffic maneuver,
vehicles may attempt to travel into the opposite lane of travel to pass a bus.
When reviewing safety at transit stop locations, ATG looked for potential sight issues for
turning vehicles and for vehicles that may be trying to exit a driveway near a bus stop.
Pedestrian and cyclist safety were also considered, as some roadways were considered
shared bike lanes or had dedicated bike lanes. Stop locations that had a multi-use path
at a stop location should be considered for additional features, like the floating transit
stop, shown in Figure 1. The floating transit stop directs cyclists behind the stop location,
reducing conflicts and eliminating most conflicts between transit vehicles and cyclist,
and expands available sidewalk space.
In addition to the floating transit stop, stop features such as bus platforms, bus pullout
with transit signal, sidewalks, and bus benches were recommended at stop locations.
Overall, one stop location was suggested to be relocated because of traffic operations
and safety concerns. The stop was located on the near-side within a roundabout
posing operation and safety issues for potentially all directions of traffic. It is
recommended that the stop be moved to the far-side of the intersection, far enough
away from the roundabout so that traffic within the roundabout can flow freely and the
stop will also not impede any right turning traffic exiting the roundabout. This
recommendation was accepted – the proposed bus stop location was moved to the
far-side location and is reflected as such in the Local Transit Plan Recommendations.
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Figure 1: Floating Transit Stop1

1

National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Transit Street Design Guide:
Side Boarding Island Stop. https://nacto.org/publication/transit-street-design-guide/stationsstops/stop-configurations/side-boarding-island-stop/
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Introduction to Transit Oriented Development
As Bentonville continues to grow as a regional destination for exceptional living,
employment, and world-class outdoor activities, consideration for how people travel
throughout the city is fundamental to growing the city’s vibrancy. Transit oriented
development (TOD) should be considered a holistic approach to community building
as much as it is a transportation strategy, one that leverages Bentonville’s transportation
network investments by creating neighborhoods that support all modes of travel while
adding community character and great public amenities. TOD is differentiated by other
development types as it includes a mix of land uses – residential housing, office spaces,
retail, and other commercial development – within a half-mile of quality public transit.

Investing in TOD goes beyond supporting the transit system; it’s a method of improving
mobility, supporting the local economy, and creating a sense of place. In other words,
TOD is immensely beneficial in leveraging all the city’s investments to build a vibrant
and successful Bentonville.

Benefits of TOD
Due to the multitude of benefits created by TOD, the practice is a standard component
of successful transit policies across the United States. Benefits from TOD include:

Healthy lifestyle – Pedestrian-oriented design is a key feature to TOD. This includes an
emphasis on multimodal connectivity such as wide sidewalks and high-quality bicycle
facilities providing easy access to transit facilities all within walking distance of
residential and retail destinations. Such design supports health experts’ advice for
incorporating 30 minutes of daily activity by creating “incidental exercise” as people
more readily choose to walk or bike.

Supports transit investments – Transit works best when it is convenient and takes people
to and from where they want to go. TOD leverages transit investments by developing
key transit areas as places where people live, work, and recreate. TOD areas become
places where people visit throughout the day and week and make transit the most
accessible and convenient way to travel there.
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Economic opportunity – TOD supports a reciprocal relationship between economic
growth and transit ridership. Bus stop proximity to local retail stores, restaurants, grocery
stores, and other commercial development greatly supports transit ridership. In turn,
TOD destinations create better access to jobs and increases exposure to businesses
within the TOD.

Green impact – A reliance on vehicular travel has many negative environmental
impacts. TOD better supports non-vehicular modes of travel by providing walking and
biking facilities that easily connect to transit. This encourages people to walk, bike, and
take the bus as these modes become more attractive and convenient than driving a
vehicle which helps lower congestion, air pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions.

TOD Design Characteristics
TOD design is intended to 1) support transportation network connectivity and
accessibility; 2) build transit ridership; and 3) create places for people to live, work, and
recreate. Below, key characteristics for TOD design are further described.

Connectivity
TOD connectivity is a critical component to what makes great transit – it connects
people to where they want to go. To do this, TOD design focuses on moving people
rather than cars. The TOD area should include a complete and connected sidewalk
network that incorporates pedestrian design features such as attractive landscaping
and wayfinding. The TOD area should also seamlessly connect with the bicycle network.
On-road and off-road bike facilities should connect to and through the TOD area. Bike
supportive infrastructure including bike racks, bike maintenance stands, and wayfinding
should be incorporated. Intersections within the TOD area should prioritize walking,
biking, and transit vehicles.

Mixed-Use Development
The mixing of different land uses makes TOD areas attractive places to visit. The high
intensity of commercial, residential, and retail spaces increases economic and social
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opportunities. Residents can live, work, and recreate within a TOD area while
commuting is made easier through highly accessible transit.

Housing Density & Diversity
TOD areas have a diverse set of housing options to support a variety of income levels
and lifestyles. Higher density housing placed near a TOD area can support the
development of multi-family housing options (e.g., apartments) while live/work units can
provide viable options for working professionals. Diverse housing typologies should be
considered to offer higher density but neighborhood context-sensitive design options.

Parking
Parking strategies within TOD areas must strike a balance in finding the appropriate
amount of parking spaces. Too much parking hinders the pedestrian-oriented
environment. Conversely, a lack of parking can impair local retailers or cause overflow
parking in surrounding areas. Parking maximums should be implemented instead of
parking minimums. This strategy balances parking demand and parking supply without
impeding the pedestrian-oriented environment.

Placemaking
TOD areas are magnets for activity, drawing in visitors from across the city. They are the
ideal environment to employ placemaking techniques, which help define a
neighborhood’s character and engages people to explore the space. A key
component of placemaking is creating a sense of place to establish a stronger
connection between the people and places. Placemaking strategies ideal for TOD
areas include but are not limited to incorporating local art installations, native
landscaping, street cafes, public plazas, and unique neighborhood wayfinding.
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Implementing TOD in Bentonville
As Bentonville invests in transit, the city’s plans and policies should continue to leverage
the investments by incorporating TOD design in a context-sensitive and strategic
manner. The city’s current master plan already reflects many of the concepts wellassociated with TOD such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting urban, mixed-use development near mobility hubs,
Supporting neighborhood stability,
Support regional growth,
Increase access to activity centers,
Support equitable community growth, and
Strengthen multimodal solutions.

Bentonville is well-positioned to implement TOD into their existing and future plans.
Continued support for TOD within plans and policies is important to the success and
sustainability of the transit system. As Bentonville continues to plan for future growth and
community investment, the following key strategies should be implemented across
relevant departments and organizations, locally and regionally, in all planning efforts to
best support investments in the transit system.

1. Coordinate Land Use and Transportation
a. Promote compact, mixed-use development near transit
b. Develop equitable communities around transit
c. Strategically manage parking within TOD areas
2. Support multimodal mobility
a. Collaborate transit, pedestrian, and bicycle planning efforts with Ozark
Regional Transit, neighboring jurisdictions, and the local community
b. Promote and implement transportation demand management programs
to encourage alternatives to driving
c. Enhance transit speed and reliability with capital improvements and
operational strategies

The following section details mobility hubs, a key approach for strategically
implementing TOD design in Bentonville.
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Mobility Hubs
The mobility hub concept serves as a key component to an integrated transportation
system, one that connects riders to the city’s major destinations through the provision of
multimodal travel options and a high-quality transit experience. A designated mobility
hub area connects multiple transit lines and the city’s robust multimodal networks to
locally-significant activity centers and areas of high transit demand. Mobility hubs make
traveling by bus, bike, or foot both attractive and accessible options as they provide
enhanced transit amenities, are located within popular destinations and connect to
nearby walking and biking facilities. For this reason, mobility hubs help bridge the
first/last mile connections that make transit travel a more viable option. In addition,
mobility hubs provide an opportunity to incorporate placemaking elements that add
community vibrancy and support the local neighborhood aesthetic.
Mobility hubs are the center of TOD areas and therefore should be supported by TOD
design principles within the surrounding .5-mile radius.

Mobility Hub Characteristics
A mobility hub should be considered as an elevated transit stop compared to the other
normal transit stops along the network. They are key intersections for mobility access
and can enhance the overall perception and attractiveness of transit in Bentonville.
The primary characteristics that will enable a successful mobility hub include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locating near in-demand destinations and a high-density mix of transitsupportive land uses
Creating direct connections to various modal transportation networks including
walking and biking facilities
Providing the necessary space and infrastructure to allow users to make transfers
between the different modes
Integrating the connecting modes using wayfinding and technology, such as
mobile apps, to allow users to seamlessly enter and exit the hub
Incorporate key principles of TOD design within a .5-mile radius of mobility hub
location
Embody a strong sense of place and become a destination in and of itself
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Amenities
Mobility hubs deliver an elevated transit experience by providing enhanced amenities
that cater towards improving transit rider satisfaction. These amenities include but are
not limited to enhanced transit stop shelters, real-time information, art installations, and
attractive landscaping. Design and location of mobility hubs should enhance the transit
stop in a way that makes them a destination in and of itself. Please refer to the Service
Standards section on Bus Stop Design Levels for further guidance. Mobility hubs are
considered Level III (Figure 1). Level III includes the following amenities within the bus
stop area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus stop signage,
Bus stop shelter,
Route information/wayfinding,
Bench/seating,
Lighting fixtures,
Trash and recycling bins, and
Bicycle parking.

Further design guidance for mobility hub bus stops should reference Level III Bus Stop
Design located within in the Service Standards.
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Figure 1 Level III Preferred Bus Stop Design

Analysis
As mentioned above, mobility hub locations have key characteristics that ensure
successful location suitability. These key characteristics include high transit demand
areas where multiple transit lines converge, walking and biking connectivity exists, and
contains the presence of transit-supportive land uses. Mobility hub locations for
Bentonville were selected using both a quantitative and qualitative approach for
determining suitability.

The quantitative analysis used for determining mobility hub locations builds off the
regional mobility hub analysis undertaken in the Connect NWA Transit Development
Plan and incorporates analysis from the previous Market Analysis section. To identify
suitable mobility hub locations, future land use (LU) parcels provided by the City of
Bentonville were scored. The future LU parcels provide a granular geographic boundary
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needed to pinpoint suitable locations nearest to the proposed transit routes. Future LU
parcels were scored based on the following criteria and combined to create a mobility
hub suitability score:
•
•
•
•
•

Current Transit Demand
Transit Connectivity
Transit-Supportive Land use (TSLU)
Multimodal Connectivity
Transit Potential

Current Transit Demand
Current transit demand considers three measures – current transit potential, transit
dependent population, and transit need. In the Market Analysis chapter, these three
measures were combined to make a transit composite score to quantify areas that
currently support and/or likely need transit access for daily travel. Data from the 2018
American Community Survey (ACS) database and 2017 Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics (LEHD) was used to identify where transit might be most successful
depending on demographic subgroups. The following three measures of transit need
were considered for the overall transit composite score:
•

•

•

Transit Potential: Transit potential is a measure that defines areas with existing
markets primed for public transportation. Areas with higher population and
employment densities are scored higher for transit potential as these are areas
that have the potential to generate high ridership.
Transit Dependent Population: Transit dependent population represents
community members with high demand for public transportation services due to
a lack of personal automobile access, or inability to operate a motor vehicle
(i.e., too young or too old to drive).
Transit Need: Transit need represents the remaining citizen groups who may
require special accommodations with it comes to transportation. This includes
limited English-speaking proficiency (LEP) households, people representing
minority populations, people with disabilities, and those with low income/living
under the poverty line.

Transit Composite Scores ranged from 0-22, whereas the higher the score equates to
higher current transit demand. Transit Composite Scores were attributed to the TAZ level
in the Market Analysis. To score the future LU parcels, TAZ scores were attributed to
future LU parcels with their centers within each TAZ. For the purposes of this analysis, LU
parcels were scored as the following:
•
•

Future LU parcels with a composite score of greater than 20 were given a score
of Very High;
Future LU parcels with a composite score of 17-20 were given score of High;
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•
•

Future LU parcels with a composite score of 12-16 were given a score of
Moderate; and
Future LU parcels with a composite score below 12 were given a of Low.

Future LU parcels scoring Very High have the highest current transit demand whereas
parcels scoring Low have the lowest. Figure 2 displays the current transit demand by LU
parcels in Bentonville, while Figure 3 highlights key parcels with Moderate to Very High
Demand.
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Figure 2 Current Transit Demand
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Figure 3 Current Transit Demand – Zoom
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Transit Connectivity
Transit connectivity measures an area’s access to the transit network. Areas with high
transit connectivity are those near one or more transit lines, and therefore, are most
likely to be supportive and suitable for a Mobility hub location. For the purposes of this
analysis, future LU parcels were scored based on their proximity to the proposed transit
network discussed in the Recommendations section of the Local Transit Plan. While the
proposed transit network displays all recommended routes for the purposes of this
analysis, a phased approach for implementation is further discussed in the
Recommendations section. Transit connectivity was scored as the following:
•
•
•
•

Future LU parcels with the proposed transit lines running along or within were
assigned a score of Very High;
Future LU parcels within 0.25 mile of a proposed transit line were assigned a
score of High;
Future LU parcels within 0.5 mile of a proposed transit line were assigned a
score of Moderate; and
Future LU parcels where proposed transit lines were further than 0.5 mile away
were given a score of Low.

Parcels assigned a score of Very High have the highest transit connectivity whereas
parcels assigned a score of Low have the lowest. Figure 4 displays the level of transit
connectivity and Figure 5Figure 5 highlights key connectivity zones with Moderate to
Very High scores.
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Figure 4 Level of Transit Connectivity
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Figure 5 Level of Transit Connectivity – Zoom
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Transit-Supportive Land Use
Transit-supportive land use (TSLU) consists of land uses that support, both economically
and socially, the effective use of transit. TSLUs are those that provide a people-oriented
environment, are walkable with many street-level destinations and attractions and are
generally pleasing to experience. Mobility hub locations are best suited within areas
with these types of land uses. TSLU was measured using future LU parcel data where
parcels were scored as the following:
•
•
•
•

Future LU parcels categorized as Downtown Commercial, High Density
Residential, and Mixed-Use were given a score of Very High;
Future LU parcels categorized as General Commercial, Medium Density
Residential, and Office were given a score of High;
Future LU parcels categorized as Parks were given a score of Moderate; and
Future LU parcels categorized as something other than those mentioned
above were given a score of Low.

Parcels assigned a score of Very High are the most supportive land use for transit
whereas parcels assigned a score of Low are the least supportive of transit. Figure 6
displays the TSLU scores.
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Figure 6 Transit-Supportive Land Use Potential
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Multimodal Connectivity
A key feature of a mobility hub is that it connects transit to other modes of travel such
as walking and biking. Bentonville’s extensive multi-use trail system is a world class
facility network for those walking and biking. For the purpose of this analysis, future LU
parcels’ proximity to existing multi-use trails was scored to measure multimodal
connectivity. Future LU parcels were scored for multimodal connectivity as the
following:
•
•
•
•

Future LU parcels along multi-use trails were assigned a score of Very High;
Future LU parcels within .25 mile of a multi-use trail assigned given a score of
High;
Future LU parcels within a .5 mile of a multi-use trail were assigned a score of
Moderate;
Future LU parcels where multi-use trails were located farther than .5 miles
were given a score of Low.

Future land use parcels assigned a score of Very High had the highest multimodal
connectivity whereas future land use parcels assigned a score of Low had the lowest
multimodal connectivity. Figure 7 displays the level of multimodal connectivity.
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Figure 7 Level of Multimodal Connectivity
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Future Transit Potential
Future transit potential is a measure that defines areas with future markets primed for
public transportation. Future transit potential is measured by projected population and
employment density. Population and employment projections for 2045 were pulled from
the Connect NWA model. For the purpose of this analysis, future LU parcels were scored
by their proximity to high future population and employment centers based off of the
following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Future LU parcels within a high future population and employment area were
assigned a score of Very High;
Future LU parcels within .25 miles of a high future population and employment
area were assigned a score of High;
Future LU parcels within .5 miles of a high future population and employment
area were assigned a score of Moderate; and
Future LU parcels further than .5 miles of a high future population and
employment area were assigned a score of Low.

Future land use parcels assigned a score of Very High had the highest future transit
demand whereas future land use parcels assigned a score of Low had the lowest future
transit demand. Figure 8 displays the future transit potential scores, while Figure 9Figure
9 highlights zones that demonstrated Moderate to Very High scores.
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Figure 8 Transit Potential
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Figure 9 Transit Potential – Zoom
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Mobility Hub Suitability Score
While each of the individual factors that compromise the suitability score are important
to assessing a transit-supportive environment, areas where all the factors are present
are where mobility hubs are likely to be the most successful. The Future LU parcel scores
for each category – current transit demand, transit connectivity, transit-supportive land
use, transit potential and multimodal connectivity – were calculated for an overall
Mobility Hub Suitability Score. Figure 10Figure 11 display the final Mobility Hub Suitability
Scores.

Once locations with the highest suitability scores were identified, qualitative analysis
was conducted to verify suitability. Locations were scanned using Google satellite
images to determine the presence of available right-of-way and potential for land
development. Below is the list of areas best suited to support a mobility hub:

•
•
•
•
•

Downtown Bentonville
8th Street and J Street
Central Avenue and J Street
Northwest Arkansas Community College
Northwest Medical Center
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Figure 10 Mobility Hub Suitability
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Figure 11 Mobility Hub Suitability – Zoom
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Mobility Hub – Downtown Bentonville
All proposed routes excluding route 107 meet in Downtown Bentonville as shown in
Figure 12 and therefore make for a prime mobility hub location. The downtown mobility
hub should be considered as the transit system’s most visible presentation to the public
and treated as project to showcase transit in the city. The mobility hub would be best
suited at the intersection of Central Avenue and Main Street. Bringing transit into the
Downtown area makes the city center’s destinations more accessible and supports a
pedestrian-oriented environment. This mobility hub requires bus bulb outs at the
intersection to serve the bus stops. Given this is the intersection where all the proposed
routes meet, it is a critical mobility hub to streamline route transfers. Clearly marking
stops and implementing real time information help direct transit riders to their intended
transfer location. The mobility hub is supported by the existing local shops, the
Bentonville City Square, the Walmart History Museum, and other destinations that make
this an attractive area for transit riders. Wide pedestrian walkways within .25 of the
mobility hub are currently present and support the area’s walkability. The provision of
secure bike racks within the mobility hub are a base requirement for multimodal
connectivity and should be placed in an area not infringing the pedestrian walkway.
Further design guidance for bicycle infrastructure can be found in the Multimodal
chapter. The Razorback Greenway running just northeast of the mobility hub presents
an opportunity to better connect with the transit hub through the use of wayfinding. The
mobility hub design should align with the Bus Stop Level III further described in the Bus
Stop Design Guidelines section of the Service Standards.
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Figure 12 Downtown Mobility Hub
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Mobility Hub – 8th and J Street
The mobility hub situated along 8th Street and west of J Street serves proposed routes
101, 104, and 106 as shown in Figure 13. In addition to serving the routes, the area where
H Street and 8th Street intersect is an ideal location due to its proximity to local shops at
the 8th Street Market and the Momentary. Ample space for Level III bus stops is present.
Existing pedestrian connectivity withing .25 mile of the mobility hub is limited. Pedestrian
walkways along 8th Street to the intersection of J Street and towards the 8th Street
Market should be prioritized as well as well-maintained painted crosswalks at the 8th
Street and J Street intersection. The mobility hub area serves the Downtown Trail and
the Town Branch Trail. Connectivity from the trails to the mobility hub can be better
served by extending bicycle facilities to the hub and providing wayfinding. The
provision of secure bike racks within the mobility hub are a base requirement for
multimodal connectivity. Further design guidance for bicycle infrastructure can be
found in the Multimodal chapter. The mobility hub design should comply with the Bus
Stop Level III further described in the Bus Stop Design Guidelines section of the Service
Standards.
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Figure 13 8th Street and J Street Mobility Hub
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Mobility Hub – Central Avenue and J Street
The mobility hub situated along Central Avenue and J Street serves proposed routes
101, 103, and 106 as shown in Figure 14. The mobility hub serves apartments and other
residential areas as well as an employee hub to the southeast. Ample space for a Level
III bus stops is present, particularly on the northwest corner of the intersection. The
immediate intersection area is well-served by wide pedestrian walkways. However, the
walkways discontinue on J Street heading south of the intersection. Given the density of
population and employment in that direction, pedestrian walkways connecting to
those areas should be prioritized. The mobility hub area serves the Northeast J Street
Trail, the Heritage Trail, and the South Bentonville Trail. While the trails are in very close
proximity to the hub, connectivity from the trails to the mobility hub can be best served
by providing wayfinding. The provision of secure bike racks within the mobility hub are a
base requirement for multimodal connectivity. Further design guidance for bicycle
infrastructure can be found in the Multimodal chapter. The mobility hub design should
comply with the Bus Stop Level III further described in the Bus Stop Design Guidelines
section of the Service Standards.
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Figure 14 Central Avenue and J Street Mobility Hub
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Mobility Hub – Northwest Arkansas Community College
The mobility hub located at Northwest Arkansas Community College (NWACC) serves
proposed routes 101 and 104 as shown in Figure 15. The mobility hub serves NWACC
and is the location for regional transit connectivity as detailed in Connect Northwest
Arkansas Transit Plan. NWACC already hosts a transit stop that could be upgraded to
meet Bus Stop Level III design standards for mobility hubs. For further bus stop design
guidance, please refer to the Bus Stop Guidelines in the Service Standards chapter. The
immediate hub area is served by wide pedestrian walkways but pedestrian
connectivity to the mobility hub throughout campus is needed, specifically considering
where pedestrians have to navigate across parking lots. The mobility hub area serves
the Arkansas Missouri Trail. Better connectivity from the trails to the mobility hub can be
best served by extending the trail facility to the hub and providing wayfinding. As is with
the pedestrian connectivity, specific attention should be given to where cyclists must
cross parking lots to access the hub. Secure bike racks are currently present within the
mobility hub and should be expanded if demand increases. Further design guidance
for bicycle infrastructure can be found in the Multimodal chapter.
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Figure 15 NWACC Mobility Hub
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Mobility Hub – Northwest Medical Center
The mobility hub at the Northwest Medical Center serves proposed routes 102 and 103
as shown in Figure 16. The mobility hub serves the Medical Center which is an important
health destination for those without access to vehicles as well as those who work
nearby. Ample space for a Level III bus stops is present on both sides of Medical Center
Parkway. The west side of Medical Center Parkway is served by wide pedestrian
walkways. However, the walkways do not extend towards the medical facilities located
nearby and should be prioritized. Additionally, a pedestrian crosswalk should be
considered to connect the walkways across to the east side of Medical Center
Parkway. The mobility hub area serves the South Bentonville Trail. While the trail runs
along the hub, connectivity from the trails to the mobility hub can be best served by
providing wayfinding. Similar to the needed pedestrian crossing, a bicycle crossing from
the trail to the western side of Medical Center Parkway should be considered to
improve safety and connectivity issues. The provision of secure bike racks within the
mobility hub are a base requirement for multimodal connectivity. Further design
guidance for bicycle infrastructure can be found in the Multimodal chapter. The
mobility hub design should comply with the Bus Stop Level III further described in the Bus
Stop Design Guidelines section of the Service Standards.
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Figure 16 Northwest Medical Mobility Hub
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End of Trip Facilities Analysis
Interest in outdoor activities and fitness opportunities has increased across the country
as the COVID-19 pandemic has limited the available recreation opportunities. This has
led more people than ever before to take to the streets as a place for walking and
cycling for leisure, fitness, or transportation. Municipalities are facing a great need to
plan for the growing demand and must determine how to provide a safe, comfortable
environment for cyclists and pedestrians. An item that is often overlooked in active
transportation planning are the facilities located at the end of active transportation
trips. End of trip facilities are things that provide convenient and necessary amenities to
people who walk, bike, skate, or scoot to their destination. This may include showers at
a place of work, bike parking at a grocery store, or a bike fix-it station at the airport.
The Connecting Bentonville Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan (CB Plan) suggests specific
walking and biking facility improvements to ensure safe and comfortable places for all
users. This analysis builds off what has been suggested in the CB Plan by providing
further end-of-facility analysis and recommendations. More specifically, this analysis’
primarily focus is on the successful implementation of bike parking. Bike parking is an
essential end-of-trip amenity often overlooked when considering how to support
multimodal travelers.

The Importance of Bike Parking
Imagine for a moment that you’re on vacation. Imagine getting into your car and
driving the 2-mile round trip to the closest grocery store to pick up some things for the
hotel. When you pull up to the grocery store, you find that there is no parking lot. Only
on-street parking is available. You drive several blocks and find no empty parking
spaces. You cannot believe it. There is nowhere to park within a convenient distance of
the store. You are forced to either keep circling around the block or walk a distance to
the store that seems unreasonable. You ask yourself, “How could this store not have a
parking lot?” Parking nearly four blocks away, you walk to the store to get your items,
and consider not driving to this grocery again.
Now imagine you have chosen to make this 2-mile round trip on a bicycle. It’s a
pleasant evening and the hotel had a loaner bike with a big basket, perfect for a few
grocery items. You arrive at the grocery store and pull up close to the front door. On the
approach you kept your eye out for a bike rack to lock up. You did not notice one but
thought that surely there was a place to lock your bike near the front door. Still, you do
not find a rack, or other secure area where you can lock the hotel’s bike. After
checking a few neighboring businesses, there is no sign of a place to lock up. You ask
yourself, “How could this store not have any bike parking?” You consider not making a
bike trip again to this area.
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Most folks have probably experienced something like the first scenario. Unless they
occasionally use a bike, the second scenario may not be as familiar, however, they are
likely left with a similar feeling. End of trip facilities either support and encourage people
to ride or they can discourage riding as a convenient option. If a community’s intention
is to support more people using bikes, bike parking is an important piece of that work.
The narrative above shows that it doesn’t make much sense to invest in cycling facilities
like off-street trails without also considering where someone can park their bike at the
end of their trip. Ultimately, providing bike parking eliminates one of the barriers that
stand between someone choosing whether or not to ride their bike and should be
considered an essential component of bike infrastructure investment.

End of Trip Facilities Inventory
Commute Zones established by the Bentonville School Board are areas within one-mile
of local public schools that will no longer provide transportation to students living within
that one-mile radius. It can be assumed that many of school-aged children and adults
will be walking, biking, and wheeling in these areas and thus, will need bike parking
within the Commute Zones.
Expanding on the work of the CB Plan, end of trip facilities were inventoried at all
schools within the established Commute Zone locations. Commute Zone locations were
identified in the CB Plan based on the Bentonville School Board’s policy. For the
purposes of this analysis, several key destinations were analyzed in addition to the
Commute Zone locations. Coler Trailhead and the Scott Family Amazeum were added
due to their regional significance. A Downtown and an 8th Street Market Zone were also
included in the inventory due to their prominence and ability to attract people walking
and biking. The Downtown Zone contains many key destinations including the
Downtown Square, the Walmart Museum and the Public Library. The 8th Street Market
Zone includes the Momentary and the 8th Street Market businesses. All inventoried
locations are listed below in Table 0-1. Given the popularity of the Downtown Zone and
the 8th Street Market Zone, the entire area of these zones were assessed and
inventoried for end of trip facilities (Figure 0-1). Commute Zones were assessed only at
the schools within the zones.
It is important to understand what type of bicycle parking currently exists when
prioritizing infrastructure improvements such as off-street bicycle facilities or sidewalks.
Improved bicycle infrastructure in these locations will be best supported and enhanced
by adequate end of trip facilities.
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Table 0-1: Inventory Locations
Inventory Locations
• 8th Street Market
• Apple Glen Elementary School
• Ardis Ann Middle School
• Bentonville Community Center
• Bentonville High School
• Bright Field Middle
School/Willowbrook Elementary
School
• Central Park Elementary School
• *Coler Trailhead
• Compton Gardens Conference
• Crystal Bridges
Center
• Downtown Square
• Elm Tree Elementary School
• Fulbright Junior High School
• Lincoln Junior High School
• Mary Mae Jones Elementary
• Memorial Park
School
• The Momentary
• Old High Middle School
• Osage Creek
• R E Baker Elementary School
Elementary/Creekside Middle
School
• Ruth Barker Middle School
• *Scott Family Amazeum
• Sugar Creek Elementary School
• Thomas Jefferson Elementary
School
• Washington Junior High School
*(Inventoried location but not a Commute Zone)
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Figure 0-1: Downtown and 8th Street Market Zones

Methodology
The inventory identified end of trip facilities including bike racks and bicycle fix-it stations
found at Commute Zone locations, the Downtown Zone, and the 8th Street Market
Zone. The ESRI tool Survey123 was used to collect and geolocate each data point in
the inventory. In Table 0-2, each item included in the survey is documented and
defined. All inventory locations were surveyed on foot to ensure the collection of the
most potential data points and to minimize overlooking any locations. Reasonable
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effort to a find a long-term parking location was taken by the inventory team. However,
long-term parking is typically located in an out of the way or controlled access area
that is not readily visible so there is a greater chance of overlooking these types of
facilities. For each data point that was found during the inventory, a survey entry was
made using a mobile tablet and the geolocation was selected to be as accurate as
possible to the location of the facility.

Table 0-2: Inventory Survey Field Definitions
Survey
Field
Location
Short_Term
Covered
50_Ft

Rack_Type
Num_Bikes
Security

Notes

Definition
Geolocation of the data point: All points are found in one of the
Commute Zone locations, Downtown Zone, or 8th Street Market Zone.
If the data point was bike parking, was it short- or long-term parking?
Long-term parking is defined as having a controlled and secure access.
Was the data point covered and protected from weather?
If the data point is short-term bike parking, is the parking within 50ft. of
the building entrance it was intended to serve? Or, within a reasonable
distance if locating within 50ft. was not possible?
If the data point is bike parking, which rack type is utilized?
If the data point is bike parking, how many bicycles can it reasonably
accommodate?
If the data point is bike parking, what is the security level?
1- Not secured to ground
2- Secured to ground without theft resistant hardware
3- Secured to ground with theft resistant hardware or embedded in
concrete
Notes about the data point.

To determine the number of bikes that each rack was able to hold, the inventory team
kept a consistent and conservative measurement of each rack’s capacity according
to its type:
•

•
•

For example, the wave rack pictured in Figure 0-2 shows that this wave can
accommodate four bikes, and as there is only one rack at this data point, the
capacity at this survey entry totals four.
A different survey entry point may consist of several racks, as shown in
Figure 0-3 with staple racks. When there was more than one rack clustered
together, they are surveyed as only one data point, because they function as a
single location for parking. In the staple rack example below, each rack can
accommodate two bikes. Since there were 11 racks at this location, the
capacity for this survey entry totals 22 bikes.
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Figure 0-2: Wave Rack Inventory Example

Figure 0-3: Staple Rack Inventory Example

Location and Capacity
Two important components of providing bike parking are the location of racks and the
number of bikes able to park there. For example, the public library is a place where
many people may want to bike and need a place to secure their bikes while inside. If
there are no bike racks, people may be less inclined to make that trip by bike. Similarly,
if there were only one bike rack at the library, it may not meet the demand for bike
parking there, and people may be discouraged from riding there again. In Figure 0-4
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below, the location of inventoried bike parking locations throughout Bentonville are
shown and symbolized in a heat map. The Downtown Zone contains the most dense
area of bike parking, followed by the 8th Street Market Zone(which includes the
Momentary).
The number of bikes accommodated at each inventory location, or the bike parking
capacity, is shown throughout Bentonville in Figure 0-5 below and is given in even
greater detail for each Commute Zone location in Table 0-3. Each Commute Zone
location has bike parking available, ranging from The Scott Family Amazeum at 53 bikes
accommodated, to the Compton Gardens Conference Center with accommodation
for five bikes.
The Downtown and 8th Street Market Zones have many key destinations like museums,
parks, movies theaters and trailheads. Figure 0-6 gives a visual representation of those
two zones and the bike parking capacity at each, while Table 0-4 breaks down the
number of locations and bikes accommodated by location. Over 50 bike parking
locations are dispersed throughout the Downtown Zone, providing 280 bike parking
spaces in total, while the 8th Street Market Zone has 13 locations that accommodated
82 bikes.
Additionally, there are ten bike fix-it stations that were surveyed during the inventory.
Fix-it stations provide tools, a pump and a working stand for those in need of bike repair.
They can help people who experience a flat or other mechanical issue while riding. The
location of the ten fix-it stations can be seen below in Figure 0-7.
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Figure 0-4: Bike Parking Location
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Figure 0-5: Bike Parking Capacity
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Table 0-3: Number of Bike Parking Locations & Capacity
Inventory Locations
Apple Glen Elementary School
Ardis Ann Middle School
Bentonville Community Center
Bentonville High School
Bright Field Middle School
Central Park Elementary School
Coler Trailhead
Compton Gardens Conference
Center
Crystal Bridges
Downtown Square
Fulbright Junior High School
Lincoln Junior High School
Mary Mae Jones Elementary
School
Memorial Park
The Momentary
Old High Middle School
Osage Creek Elementary School
R. E. Baker Elementary School
Razorback Greenway
Scott Family Amazeum
Sugar Creek Elementary School
Washington Junior High School
Total

Bike Parking
Locations
1
3
2
2
4
1
1
1

Bikes Accommodated

4
4
1
1
1

33
15
15
8
12

5
2
1
1
2
1
4
1
1
44

28
32
12
20
11
0
53
9
14
363

8
26
10
13
24
5
10
5

Table 0-4: Downtown & 8th St. Market Zone Bike Parking Location & Capacity
Inventory Zone
Downtown
8th Street Market
Total

Bike Parking Locations
53
13
66
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82
362
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Figure 0-6: Bike Parking Capacity at Downtown & 8th St. Market Zones
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Figure 0-7: Bicycle Fix-It Station Locations
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Rack Type and Security
The quality of bike parking exists on a spectrum and can vary in terms of convenience,
security, and reliability. Certain types of bike racks present challenges for people
needing to lock up their bike. A bike rack should support a bicycle by two points of
contact and provide easy and intuitive access to lock the frame and wheel of a bike
using a U-lock. More information on the characteristics of bike rack types is located in
the recommendations section below. Comb, Staple, and Wheel Bender, especially in
the Downtown Zone, were the most common rack types found during the inventory, as
shown in Table 0-5. Visual examples of these rack types, and all recommended,
acceptable, and not recommended rack types are located in the bike parking
guidelines and recommendations section below.
The security of a bike rack is also an important component of a bicycle’s safe keeping.
For the inventory, three levels of security were used to rank each bike parking facility.
•
•
•

Racks that were not fixed to the ground were given a level 1.
Racks fixed to the ground, but without theft resistant hardware, or racks that
were severely damaged, were given a level 2.
Racks that were fixed to the ground with theft resistant hardware or embedded
into concrete were given a level 3.

The last column of Table 0-5 shows the average security rating at each of the inventory
locations. Locations where bikes may be left for longer periods of time, such as schools,
museums, and the downtown area, may benefit from rack security that averages close
to level 3. Currently many schools have racks that are not fixed to the ground, although
student and staff bikes may be left there for many hours every day.
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10
1

3
1
1
3
1

1
1

2
5
1

2
3

7

1
2

1

4

1
1
1
2
21

1
1
4
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
2

1
1
19
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19

1

3

2

8

40

Avg. Rack Security

1

Wheel Bender

Wave or Ribbon

Wall Hanger

Toaster

Staple or Inverted U

1

Total Rack
Locations

8th Street Market
Apple Glen Elementary School
Ardis Ann Middle School
Bentonville Community Center
Bentonville High School
Bright Field Middle School
Central Park Elementary School
Coler Trailhead
Compton Gardens Conference Center
Crystal Bridges
Downtown Square
Downtown Zone
4
Fulbright Junior High School
Lincoln Junior High School
Mary Mae Jones Elementary School
Memorial Park
The Momentary
Old High Middle School
Osage Creek Elementary School
R E Baker Elementary School
Scott Family Amazeum
Sugar Creek Elementary School
Washington Junior High School
Total
4

Comb

Art Style

Inventory Locations

Hoop & Post

Table 0-5: Bike Rack Type & Average Security by Location

12
1
3
1
2
4
1
1
1
4
4
47
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
100

1.1
1.0
1.0
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
3.0
2.5
2.0
2.1
1.0
3.0
1.0
2.6
2.0
3.0
1.0
2.5
3.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
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Bike Parking Code Review
Policy choices are of equal importance as the physical environment for impacting
commute behavior and often dictate what the physical environmental looks like. For
this reason, examining bike parking policy in Bentonville is a critical step to
understanding current conditions. The following is a review of the city codes and
policies that relate to bike parking. There are two articles in the Bentonville’s Municipal
Code that impact bike parking: section 1100.21 and section 1100.23.

Section 1100.21 of the Land Development Code
The Large-Scale Development Design Standards indicate that an applicable
development must provide site amenities to “contribute to the establishment or
enhancement of the community” by providing at least two amenities from the list
below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patio, seating area;
Pedestrian plaza with benches;
Mini park, square or green;
Transit stop;
Public art;
Window shopping walkway;
Outdoor play area;
Kiosk area;
Water feature;
Clock tower or steeple;
Bike racks that hold at least two bikes; or
Any other deliberately shaped area and/or focal feature that, in the planning
commission's judgment adequately enhances such development and serves as
a gathering place.

As mentioned above, installing a bike rack accommodating at least two bikes along
with another option from the list is one way a developer may meet the requirements of
this section.

Section 1100.23 of the Land Development Code
The Downtown Districts Design Standards are intended to implement the Bentonville
Downtown Master Plan and improve the quality of development to enhance
pedestrian safety and walkability. A component of these standards references site
amenities, stating in section 1100.23, subsection (m) that “site amenities are not
required”. Should site amenities be provided, they must meet the standards for section
1100.23, subsection (m) and are applicable to Downtown Core and Downtown Edge
Zoning Districts. Section 1100.23, subsection (m) number (5) describes bicycle rack
standards and states the requirements below.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Dimension Standard
Size: 34" x 21.5"
Style: Single hoop, Dero Swerve
Rack, Black
Tube Width: 1.9"
Setback from parallel wall: 24"
Setback from horizontal wall: 28"
Setback from parallel street: 36"
Distance from horizontal street: 62"

Image

Findings
Based on findings from the code review, the City of Bentonville does not have any
mandatory requirements for bike parking. For an applicable large-scale development,
bike parking may not be part of the amenities chosen by the developer to meet the
requirement. Similarly, in the Downtown District, design standards are given for a staple
style rack, however, implementation of bike parking is not mandatory..

Bike Parking Guidelines and Recommendations
Bike parking goes hand-in-hand with the development and the success of additional
bike infrastructure to complete the network. The bike parking design guidelines
referenced in this section draw from the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle
Professionals (APBP) Bicycle Parking Guidelines report, which has emerged as a national
best practice document, along with other bike parking design guidance used around
the country.
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Bike parking can be separated into two categories, short-term and long-term. Shortterm parking prioritizes convenience for the user and is easy and intuitive to use. Longterm parking prioritizes security and protection from the elements, as bikes will be left for
longer periods of time, like during a workday or for a few evenings during a work trip.
Table 0-61 compares the features of short and long-term bike parking.

Table 0-6: Short-Term & Long-Term Bike Parking Features
Factor
Parking Time
Rack Types

Short-Term
Two hours or less
Staple, Hoop and Post, or
Art Racks

Security

Passive Surveillance

Land Uses

Commercial, Retail,
Medical, Parks,
Community Destinations

Long-Term
More than two hours
Bike Lockers, Wall Hanging
Racks or other short-term
racks in a secured area
Secured or Active
Surveillance
Residential, Employment
Centers, Transit Centers

Any ground mounted bicycle rack should meet or exceed the following requirements:
•
•
•
•

Support the bicycle at two points of contact to keep it from falling over
Diameter of locking area should allow the frame and at least one wheel to be
locked with a U-lock
Anchored securely to the ground with theft resistant hardware
Installed in a location allowing full access to rack, unimpeded by vertical
elements, cars, or other obstacles.

Rack Types
Many forms and styles of bike racks have been used over the decades. Preference
often varies by community , and the decade of installation. Over time, different rack
designs have come in and out of popularity. However, to meet the requirements listed
above, there are several recommended rack styles that will provide the best
opportunity for intuitive and secure use. Some racks styles are not recommended due
to their poor design and function.

1
APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd edition, page 1-2, www.apbp.org, used with
permission from the copyright holder.
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Recommended Rack Types
Staple or Inverted U

Description Staple racks, sometimes called an inverted u, are easy to use and
provide support for a bike in two locations. If spaced properly, staple
racks can also be fastened together and for easier installation and
additional bike capacity. These racks can also be slightly modified as
shown in the pictures above, for a unique appearance. Staple racks
also allow cargo, tandem, or other atypical bicycles easier access for
parking than offered by other rack types.
Capacity
Two bikes per staple

Hoop and Post

Description Hoop and Post racks provide similar support as staple racks, with less
footprint. They can also be used in a retrofit of unused parking meters if
securely attached.
Capacity
Two bikes per post
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Bike Lockers

Description

Capacity

Bike Lockers are a method for providing long-term bike parking in
a secure environment. Access is granted from a keycard or code
given by the organization overseeing the lockers. Typically, lockers
are found near transit stations, or airports. One drawback from
bike lockers is their size and may not fit the aesthetics of every
area.
1 bike per locker

Acceptable Rack Types
Two Tier Racks

Photo: Alta Planning &
Design

Description

Capacity

Two tier racks allow for efficient storage when space is limited.
They are not a good solution for short-term parking, but function
well as a long-term solution; most commonly utilized in an indoor
area. The details vary between manufacturer but not all models
of two-tier racks may meet all the requirements listed above. Most
models have a sliding tray that makes second tier storage intuitive
and easy.
1 bike per tray
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Art Racks

Description

Capacity

Art racks may take many shapes and forms but must meet the
requirements of all ground mounted racks bulleted above in
section 0. Many art racks, such as the one above, function
similarly to a staple rack. However art racks may not be
recommended if the design aspect nulls the functionality, as
shown in example below where the art rack does not meet the
minimum requirements of ground mounted racks.
Typically, two bikes per rack

Wall Hanging

Photo: Alta Planning &
Design

Description

Capacity

Wall mounted hanging racks can be a space efficient design
especially in long-term parking scenarios where floor space is
limited. Wall hanging racks have a loop to hang the bike by the
front or rear wheel. Care should be taken to stagger hanging
mounts so that handlebar interference between bikes does not
occur. Wall hanging racks must also provide a device to lock the
bicycle frame and wheel while hanging.
One bike per wall hanger
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Not Recommended Rack Types
Art Racks

Description

Capacity

Art racks may take many shapes and forms but must meet the
requirements listed above. Some art racks, such as the one
above, do not meet the requirements bulleted in section 0 above.
This rack does not allow space for a U-lock and provides no
flexibility to lock both the wheel and the frame.
Typically, Two bikes per rack; one bike per rack shown above.

Comb

Description

Capacity

Comb racks do not accommodate bikes parked in the center of
the rack, because they do not provide access for a U-lock. When
used as the design intended, comb racks support the bicycle by
one wheel, which may cause the bike to fall and may not allow a
lock to reach both the frame of the bike and the rack. Many of
the comb racks found in the inventory were a security level 1 and
not secured to the ground.
Typically holds two bicycles securely on the end of the rack.
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Toaster

Photo: Alta Planning & Design

Description Toaster style racks attempt to function similarly to staple racks, but do
not provide enough space between staples to allow adequate
accesses for bikes. The use of staple racks with proper spacing between
staples is a better option.
Capacity
Typically holds two bicycles per staple, spacing dependent.

Wave or Ribbon

Description
Capacity

Wave racks do not support a bike in two locations when used as
designed. They are not space efficient and may result in
handlebar or seat conflicts between bikes.
Designed for 1 bike at each end and 1 bike per U shape, spacing
dependent. Bikes parked parallel with rack for support are not
parking according to rack design and limits total capacity.
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Wheel Bender

Description
Capacity

Wheel bender style racks do not support the bike in two locations,
and most styles do not provide an option to lock the frame.
1 bike per wheel well.

OZ Trails Branded Bike Racks

Description

Benefits
Drawbacks
Capacity

Throughout the inventory process, especially in the downtown
zone, there were many of the OZ Trials branded racks. OZ Trails is
an organization that promotes the off-street trail systems in North
West Arkansas. These racks are similar in style and functionality to
a wheel bender or comb style rack, but provide an arm to lock a
bicycle. In the future, the OZ Trials branded racks may not be the
best solution for a general-purpose rack that accommodates all
bicycle types.
Easily visible and good use of branding. Works well with large tires
mountain bikes. Works well for events as they are transportable.
Not secured to ground. May not work well with loaded bikes, bikes
with fenders, or cargo, tandem and other atypical bikes.
Five bikes per rack.
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Bike Parking Requirements
Bike parking policies and codes create a consistent implementation of facilities across
the city and can be tailored to support Bentonville to reach its multimodal goals. One
goal mentioned in the CB Plan is to increase the walking and biking short trip (one mile
for walking and one miles for biking) mode share to 10% in the next five years.
Based on APBP guidance and national best practice, it is recommended to set
requirements for bike parking based on land use type. The unit of measurement to
determine the number of bike parking spaces per land use type can be based on a
combination of the bullets listed below but can also be adjusted based on local needs
like bicycle mode share goal or local rates of bicycle ownership.
•
•
•

Unit count of building
Proportion of building square footage
Proportion of building occupancy

The following tables are APBP minimum short and long-term bike parking requirements
based on residential, commercial, and civic land use types. These are based on
communities with a bike commuting mode share percentage ranging from one and
five percent, and may need adjusted to meet the goals put forward in the CB Plan.

Figure 0-8: Residential Use Bike Parking Minimums

2

2

APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd edition, page 3-2, www.apbp.org, used with
permission from the copyright holder.

Figure 0-9: Civic Use Bike Parking Minimums

3

3

APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd edition, page 3-3, www.apbp.org, used with
permission from the copyright holder.
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Figure 0-10: Commercial Use Bike Parking Minimums

4

Bike Parking Recommendations
•

•

•

•

Amend the Land Development Code to incorporate short and long-term bike
parking requirements to ensure new developments are providing adequate
accommodations for people who bike.
o Ensure that Land Development Code updates reflect the use of
recommend or acceptable rack types that are described above.
Locate key areas throughout the city of Bentonville that may benefit from longterm bike parking solutions.
o Identify and work with private partners to implement long-term parking
facilities.
Conduct a public bike parking survey to determine areas of demand that are
not being met for bike parking, and to determine local rack style preference. An
ArcGIS Online map may be a useful tool to conduct this survey.
Maintain a database with bike parking locations, rack types, and capacity.

4

APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd edition, page 3-4, www.apbp.org, used with
permission from the copyright holder.
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Transportation Demand Management and Safe
Routes to School
Transportation Demand Management
Transportation demand management (TDM) refers to a set of strategies geared towards
reducing demand for roadway travel. When considering strategies to increase
multimodal travel and reduce the reliance on car travel, TDM can be considered a
counterbalance to infrastructure improvements. This is due to the focus on
understanding how people make their transportation choices and using that
knowledge to encourage people to walk, bike or use transit. Programs aim to provide
information, encouragement, and incentives to make multimodal travel a more
attractive option than driving alone. TDM programs are best implemented through
public-private partnerships. The following list of TDM programs are common practices
that have been shown to support multimodal travel choice, but creative and contextsensitive programs for Bentonville should be implemented to meet local needs.

Public Bikeshare
A public bikeshare program is a service that provide convenient public access to bikes
for short trips. A system that relies on docking stations requires station locations where
people can check bikes in and out. A dockless bike system allows bikes to be placed
throughout the city for greater convenience. The dockless bikes are located and
rented through a mobile phone app rather than a docking station. Some bike share
programs may include pedal-assist or electric bikes in their fleet. The service is generally
inexpensive or free to encourage residents and visitors to get around by bicycle without
having to purchase, maintain and store a bicycle.

Employer-Based Incentives
City partnerships with employers address the work commute trip and help encourage
travel options alternative to driving alone. For this reason, employer incentives can play
a major role in reducing peak travel congestion and inspire the host of benefits that
come from reducing congestion. Employer incentive programs can include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

A place to change, shower, and store belongings for those who choose to ride
their bike or walk to work
Parking reimbursement for those who walk or bike to work
Safe and secure bicycle parking on-site
An employee bike rental fleet
Employer-paid or subsidized transit passes
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While employer programs encouraging multimodal travel are helpful, programs that
disincentivize driving are also successful. An effective disincentive is not providing free
parking for employees. This should be employed in tandem with other incentives such
as employer-paid transit passes and employee reimbursement for not driving to work.

Multimodal Campaigns
Oftentimes, people simply do not know there is a safe and convenient way to get from
point A to point B without a car. Campaigns that showcase the convenience, safety,
and general social acceptance of multimodal travel can act as a major
encouragement for people to consider an alternative to driving. Traditional radio,
television, and print campaigns are highly effective and can be used to showcase the
city’s multimodal facilities and direct the public to where they can find more
information on multimodal travel. Awareness events can be a fun and exciting strategy
to educate and encourage residents about multimodal travel. For example, National
Bike to Work month in May is an opportunity to create a calendar of citywide events, a
total miles ridden log, incentives for those who participate, and other similar activities to
inspire residents to ride to work.

Multimodal Integration
Multimodal integration creates a coordinated and connected transportation network.
Rather than considering walking, biking and transit facilities as siloed investments, these
investments should be highly considerate of how they help encourage and support
other modes of travel. Ultimately, the network of these facilities makes it easy for
residents to walk, bike and/or take transit. Strategies for multimodal integration are
described below.
•

•

•
•

Bikes on buses: It is recommended all buses are equipped with a bike rack to
carry 2-3 bikes. This allows transit users to ride to and from their bus stop. This
critical strategy makes riders’ first/last mile connection possible rather than a
barrier to using transit.
Bike access to transit: Transit stops should be placed in proximity to biking
facilities to best support the transit user’s first/last mile connection. Bike facilities
should connect directly to bus stops whenever possible. If the transit stop is
located near a parking lot or high-traffic corridor, bicycle access to the transit
stop should be prioritized.
Bike parking at transit stops: Short-term and long-term bicycle parking facilities
provide transit users that need a safe and secure place to store their bike.
Connected pedestrian network surrounding the transit stop area: All transit users
are pedestrians. Connected and well-maintained pedestrian walkways within a
quarter-mile of a transit stop create a safe and comfortable experience for
people walking to and from the stop. Pedestrian walkways are essential for
creating transit accessibility for those using wheeling devices.
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Safe Routes to School
Safe Routes to School is a federally-funded program aimed at making it safe and
accessible for school-aged children to walk and bike to school. While walking and
biking to school provides the recommended daily exercise for school-aged children, a
network that provides safe and accessible routes to schools throughout the city is
needed for children to be able to do so. More so, the Bentonville School Board
adopted a policy establishing commute zones where school bus transportation is no
longer available to students living within a one-mile radius of their school. As the city
invests in creating a connected walking and biking network, a local Safe Routes to
School program will help inform and encourage children, parents, and educators on
how to incorporate walking and biking to school. The City of Bentonville can leverage
partnerships with nonprofits such as BikeNWA to create and support a local Bentonville
Safe Route to School program. The local program should incorporate the
comprehensive and integrated approach prescribed by the Safe Routes to School
national program which include the following components:
•

•

•

•
•

•

ENGAGEMENT – All Safe Routes to School initiatives should begin by listening to
students, families, teachers, and school leaders and working with existing
community organizations, and build intentional, ongoing engagement
opportunities into the program structure.
EQUITY – Ensuring that Safe Routes to School initiatives are benefiting all
demographic groups, with particular attention to ensuring safe, healthy, and fair
outcomes for low-income students, students of color, students of all genders,
students with disabilities, and others.
ENGINEERING – Creating physical improvements to streets and neighborhoods
that make walking and bicycling safer, more comfortable, and more
convenient.
ENCOURAGEMENT – Generating enthusiasm and increased walking and
bicycling for students through events, activities, and programs.
EDUCATION – Providing students and the community with the skills to walk and
bicycle safely, educating them about benefits of walking and bicycling, and
teaching them about the broad range of transportation choices.
EVALUATION – Assessing which approaches are more or less successful, ensuring
that programs and initiatives are supporting equitable outcomes, and identifying
unintended consequences or opportunities to improve the effectiveness of each
approach.
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Walking and Biking Safety
A major factor in people’s comfort while walking or biking is the ability to find a safe
path to their destination and cross other roads safely along the way. In Bentonville,
there were a total of 8,129 crashes from 2013 to 2017, 54 of which involved a person
walking or biking. Of those crashes that involved someone walking or biking, 76%
occurred at an intersection or crossing location. Another 7% occurred at or near
driveways, where cars pull in or out of houses or businesses onto or off of the street. This
trend indicates the need to improve the safety conditions at or near intersections and
crossings.
Additionally, there are often barriers that make it feel unsafe to ride or walk in certain
areas or on certain roads. These qualities might not appear in the data as actual
crashes with bicyclists or pedestrians as there are often many “near misses” that go
unrecorded or people who simply avoid the area as they feel unsafe there. In these
instances, we can look to physical qualities such as existing and planned bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, the roadway conditions, and location of all vehicle crashes to
identify areas that could benefit from safety improvements.
Most importantly, we look to the residents of the city of Bentonville to provide their
comments about where they do and do not feel safe walking and biking to help
provide context that might otherwise be missed. These sources of data for crashes,
comments from the public, and a review of plans and the built environment were used
to select specific area for review of safety considerations that can be found later in this
section.
The location and density of all crashes in Bentonville, as well as the location and type of
injuries for crashes that involved a person biking or walking can be seen in Figure 3-0-1.
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Figure 3-0-1: Crashes in Bentonville from 2013 - 2017
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During the public engagement completed for the Bentonville MSP, 254 comments were
collected that indicated the location of specific safety concerns for walking and biking.
The comments selected include requests for better signage at off-street trail crossings,
desired trail connections, new bike lanes, better sidewalks, dangerous intersections, and
uncomfortable roadways. The location and distribution of these comments collected
can be seen in Figure 3-0-2. Comments were received across much of the city of
Bentonville, providing invaluable insights to help in the selection of specific locations for
potential safety improvements.
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Figure 3-0-2: Public Feedback on Safety of Pedestrians and Bicyclists

Safety Consideration Areas
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In order to aggregate the data and public feedback, a layer of equal-area shapes was
created in GIS. This layer consisted of 100’ x 100’ of regular hexagons, providing a 10,000
square foot area within which it was possible to locate and score areas of Bentonville
across different data types. An initial score of 0 or 1 was assigned for each of Five safety
factors in order to identify initial potential locations. Scores were assigned to each
hexagon depending on whether each of the safety factors was present in that
location. The safety factors included:
•
•
•
•
•

Quantity of pedestrian or bicycle crashes; Score of 1 was assigned if a crash
involving a cyclist or pedestrian occurred in the five-year period
Serious injury or fatality of cyclist or pedestrian; Score of 1 was assigned if
occurred within a hexagon
Location and quantity of automobile crashes; Score of 1 was assigned if ten or
more crashes occurred in the five-year period
Public comment – bicycle; Score of 1 assigned if a comment related to bicycle
safety was left within a hexagon
Public comment – pedestrian; Score of 1 assigned if a comment related to
pedestrian safety was left within a hexagon

The aggregated safety scores could range from 0 to 5. The highest scores were
selected as safety consideration areas if they were located on an existing or future
planned bicycle or pedestrian network location. Finally, the project team reviewed the
conditions on the ground in the locations with high scores as well as the public
comments to refine the selection of corridors, areas, and intersections designated as
safety consideration areas. Some professional judgement was also used in locations
that may not have scored highly through this method, but that were highlighted in the
CB Plan or public comments as being of high concern for safety. An example of the
selection process used in the analysis can be found in Figure 3-0-3 and the final
selections for safety considerations are identified in Figure 3-0-4.
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Figure 3-0-3: Safety Consideration Area Selection Process
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Figure 3-0-4: Identified Areas of Safety Considerations
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SW I Street and SW 41st Street
The intersection of SW I Street and SW 41st Street was identified as a location that needs
improvement in order to provide a safe environment for people walking and biking
(Figure 3-0-5). The Bentonville Community Center, located to the west, is a key
destination, and ten comments requested a safe way to cross I Street, especially
considering the current and future trails that are proposed to serve this destination. As
identified in the CB Plan, the Community Center Greenway Trail is on the early action
projects list, and a key section of the larger “Boot Loop” to connect the western
neighborhoods to the community center is planned. However, to ensure safe access to
the Heritage Trail and Trail of Two Cities, this intersection will need a safe crossing for
both pedestrians and bicyclists. This location was also marked as a difficult intersection
by the public and has the highest level of traffic stress from the LTS analysis completed
in the CB Plan.

Figure 3-0-5: SW I St. and SW 41st St.

The intersection has no traffic signal but SW 41St Street is stop controlled and has one
travel lane in each direction with a center turn lane. On SW 41st Street, west of I Street
there are sidewalks and shared lane markings on both sides of the road. However, SW
41st Street does not have bicycle or pedestrian facilities east of SW I Street.
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I Street has two lanes in each direction with a median or center turn lane, and the
speed limit near this intersection is 40 mph. There is a sidewalk on the west side of SW I
Street with crosswalks that allow people to cross SW 41st Street. However, there are not
crosswalks across SW I Street to allow for people to safety cross the road. Heritage trail,
an off-street two-way facility, is on the east side of I Street, however, it turns east shortly
south of SW 41st Street. The data shows that SW I Street south of this intersection is
marked as a shared lane facility for bicyclists, however there are no visible markings
present.
Intersection Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the Design Guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

Implement a roundabout or
controlled intersection such as a
4-way stop or a signalized
intersection.

•

Add a shared use path street
crossing for people walking or
biking to cross SW I Street.

•

Consider adding crossing islands
due to the number of traffic
lanes.
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Reduce the speed limit.
Currently, there are high vehicle
travel speeds on I Street at 40
mph and lowering the speed limit
to 30 mph improves the survival
rate of a pedestrian involved in a
crash from 15% to 55%.
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SE 14th Street from SW I Street to SE Moberly Ln.
The SE 14th Street corridor selected from SW I Street to SE Moberly Lane is just over two
miles (2.15 miles) long (Figure 3-0-6). This roadway was identified in the CB Plan as an
important East-West priority corridor with the majority of the corridor identified as the
highest priority level, Tier 1. As a primary bikeway, SE 14th Street is also listed as an early
action project, or a project that should be considered in the first three years following
the CB Plan adoption. For the Bentonville MSP, ten comments were collected on this
corridor in relation to bicycle and pedestrian safety. The comments include a need for
a bike lane or route along SE 14th Street, a need to fill in sidewalk gaps, and a need for
safer crossings at intersections, especially where current bicycle or shared use trails cross
this corridor (e.g., C Street, P Street, Heritage Trail, and Razorback Greenway). From
2013-2017, there were nine bicycle and pedestrian related crashes along this corridor
and a high concentration of vehicles crashes. This corridor is identified as having the
highest level of traffic stress, and with high daily traffic volumes and congestion, this
corridor was deemed as a significant street for influencing a culture shift.

Figure 3-0-6: SE 14th St. Overview

This section of SE 14th Street has a 45 mph speed limit, with two lanes of traffic in each
direction and a center turn lane. There are many intersection crossings that are
uncomfortable for people walking or bicycling crossing SE 14th Street including SW I
Street, S Walton Boulevard, SE J Street, and S Moberly Lane. There are businesses and
residential land uses along the corridor, and while there are sidewalks present, they are
inconsistent with gaps or sections with no facilities for walking. See Figure 3-0-7 for an
example of the context along the corridor.
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Figure 3-0-7: SE 14th St. – Streetview Snapshot – near SE J St. in June 2019

Corridor Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the Design Guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

Consider reducing the speed limit
on 14th Street, as currently there
are high vehicle travel speeds
posted at 45 mph.

•

Fill all sidewalk gaps that exist on
SW 14th Street.

•

Implement either a shared use
path/ sidepath or a two-way
separated bike lane.
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Consider an access
management study to improve
the safety for all modes using this
east-west corridor. Potential
improvements might include a
raised median, consolidated
driveways, and more.
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SE 14th Street and SE Moberly Lane
The intersection of SE 14th Street and SE Moberly Lane has been identified as a location
for specific safety considerations (Figure 3-0-8). This intersection had four bicycle and
pedestrian related crashes from 2013-2017. This intersection is signalized with pedestrian
signals to cross in all four directions, however, there are only two painted crosswalks on
the south and east sides of the intersection.
On SE 14th Street, there are two travel lanes in both directions with a center turn lane.
There are sidewalk facilities located on the south side of SE 14th Street as well as the SE
14th Street Trail/Sidepath, which connects to the end of the Razorback Greenway to the
west.
On the north side of the intersection on SE Moberly Lane, there are five lanes, consisting
of a right turn lane, a southbound through lane, dual left turn lanes and a northbound
through lane. On the south side of the intersection there are four lanes, consisting of a
right turn lane, a northbound through lane, a left turn lane and a southbound through
lane. Moberly Lane Trail is also nearby, located on the east side of SE Moberly Lane
where it crosses at this intersection.
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Figure 3-0-8: SE 14th St. and SE Moberly Ln.

Intersection Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the Design Guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

Consider adding a leading
pedestrian interval to the signal
timing to improve the safe
crossing on all sides of this
intersection.

•

Consider adding No Right Turn on
Red signage to reduce the
chance of conflicts with
pedestrians and bicyclists
crossing at this intersection.

•

Add a shared use path street
crossing for people walking or
biking to cross on the north side
and east sides of the intersection.

•

•

Add a high visibility crosswalk to
the west side of the intersection

In coordination with a potential
access management study on
this corridor, a crossing island
might be considered at this
intersection to ensure a refuge for
people crossing.
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N/S Walton Blvd. from NW 3rd St to Medical Center Pkwy.
The Walton Boulevard corridor from 3rd Street to Medical Center Parkway is four miles
(Figure 3-0-9). This roadway was identified in the CB Plan as one of 12 high priority
corridors with the majority of the corridor identified as the middle priority level, Tier 2.
There are multiple plans that have mentioned the need for safety improvements for
bicyclists and pedestrians on N/S Walton Boulevard. The Bentonville Bike and Pedestrian
Plan in 2012 identified the need for intersection improvements at key crossing points of
Walton Boulevard. The North Walton Boulevard Corridor Enhancement Plan in 2013
recommended and implemented some improvements just north of this selected
corridor including a ten-foot sidepath on the west side of N Walton Boulevard,
wayfinding signage, and street trees. The Bentonville Community Plan in 2018
recommended that the sidewalk be completed along S Walton Boulevard. Currently,
the CB Plan also mentions that S Walton Boulevard is the only arterial that has significant
length of separated bikeway adjacent in the form of a sidepath.
For the Bentonville MSP, there were 12 comments collected regarding this corridor in
relation to bicycle and pedestrian safety. The comments include identification of high
stress areas for pedestrians, a need to fill in sidewalk gaps, a need to prioritize the NW 3rd
Street crossing (project is nearing completion) as it connects to the Coler Mountain Bike
Trails, and a need for safer crossings at intersections. From 2013-2017 there were seven
bicycle and pedestrian related crashes along this corridor, and a high concentration of
vehicles crashes. This corridor is identified as having the highest level of traffic stress.
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Figure 3-0-9: N/S Walton Blvd. Overview

This section of S Walton Boulevard has a speed limit that ranges from 40-45 mph, with
two lanes of traffic in each direction with a center turn lane. There are many
intersection crossings that are uncomfortable for people walking or bicycling crossing
Walton Boulevard, including NW 3rd Street, SW 8th Street, SE 14th Street, and SE 28th Street.
This is a major arterial with businesses and residential land uses along the corridor.
Sidewalks are inconsistent, and the shared use sidepath on S Walton Boulevard ends
south of SW I Street. See Figure 3-0-10 for an example of the context along the corridor.
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Figure 3-0-10: S Walton Blvd. – Streetview Snapshot – near SW 20th St in June 2019

Corridor Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the design guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

Consider reducing the speed limit
on N/S Walton Blvd. Currently
there are high vehicle travel
speeds ranging from 40-45 mph.

•

Fill all sidewalk gaps that exist on
N/S Walton Blvd.

•

Implement a shared use path/
sidepath along the corridor.

•

Consider an access
management study to improve
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the safety for all modes using this
east-west corridor. Potential
improvements might include a
raised median, consolidated
driveways, and more.
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N Walton Blvd. and NW 3rd Street
As mentioned in the public comments for the Bentonville MSP as well as previous studies
such as the 2012 Bentonville Bike and Pedestrian Plan, there has been a call for safety
improvements at the crossing of N Walton Boulevard and NW 3rd Street, see Figure 30-11. This intersection has been selected in particular because there is not a adequate
place to cross N Walton Boulevard in this area, and NW 3rd Street is a popular route to
access the Coler Mountain Bike Trails to the west.
This is an unsignalized intersection, with stop signs on NW 3rd Street. There were two
comments collected at this particular location asking for a safer crossing with a
crosswalk and there were three bicycle and pedestrian related crashes from 2013-2017.
In the future, a primary bikeway is planned to cross N Walton Boulevard on NW 3rd Street
here.
N Walton Boulevard has two lanes in both directions with a center turn lane. The N
Walton Boulevard Trail is on the west side of N Walton Boulevard, and are no sidewalks
are present on the east side of N Walton Boulevard near this location and as
mentioned, the speed limit on N Walton Boulevard is 40 mph.
NW 3rd Street has a speed limit of 25 mph. On the west side of the intersection there is
one lane in each direction with a center turn lane, and one lane in each direction to
the east. It is a signed shared roadway for bicyclists further to the west until K Street
There is a crosswalk on the west side for those traveling along N Walton Boulevard.
There are sidewalks on both sides of the road on the west side, but no sidewalks on the
east side of the intersection.
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Figure 3-0-11: N Walton Blvd. and NW 3rd St.

Intersection Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the design Guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

Consider adding a protected
crossing such as a rapid flashing
beacon or a HAWK signal with a
high visibility crosswalk to allow
bicyclists and pedestrians a safe
crossing.

•

Add a shared use path street
crossing for people walking or
biking to cross on the west side of
the intersection.

During the creation of this report, upgrades to the intersection of N Walton Boulevard
and NW 3rd Street are in progress. Upon completion of those upgrades, it will be
important to review the operation of the intersection to ensure that it meets the need of
people walking and biking. Signal timing adjustments, pedestrian crossing length
additions or pedestrian leading intervals may be necessary if intersection operation do
not meet the needs of people walking and biking.
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SE Moberly Ln. from SE 2nd Street/Central Ave. to SE 28th Street
The SE Moberly Lane corridor selected from Central Avenue to SE 28th Street is
approximately two miles long (Figure 3-0-12). This roadway was identified due to the
presence of ten bicycle and pedestrian related crashes along this corridor (from 20132017) and the fact that there is an existing facility, the Moberly Lane Trail/Sidepath. For
the Bentonville MSP, there were two comments collected on this corridor in relation to
pedestrian safety. The comments were near the S Moberly Lane and Central Avenue
intersection and describe significant foot traffic and a high stress crossing for
pedestrians. This corridor is identified as having the second highest level of traffic stress,
LTS 3.

Figure 3-0-12: SE Moberly Ln. Overview

This section of SE Moberly Lane has a speed limit of 35 mph, with one lane of traffic in
each direction with a center turn lane. There are some intersection crossings that are
uncomfortable for people walking or bicycling along SE Moberly Lane including at
Central Avenue, SE 8th Street, SE 14th Street, and SE 28th Street. Sidewalks are
inconsistent, but the shared use sidepath on the east side of the road runs the full length
of the corridor. See Figure 3-0-13 for an example of the context along the corridor.
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Figure 3-0-13: SE Moberly Ln. – Streetview Snapshot – near SE 16th St. in June 2019

Corridor Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the design guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

Consider reducing the speed limit
on SE Moberly Lane. Currently
there are 35mph speed limits.

•

Fill in existing sidewalk gaps.

•

Implement safety treatments at
driveways along the shared use

path/sidepath on the corridor to
ensure visibility of pedestrians and
cyclists and minimize potential
conflicts.

Public comments suggest high foot traffic and low comfort for people walking and
needing to cross at SE Moberly Lane and Central Avenue, see Figure 3-0-14. This is a
signalized intersection with crosswalks for each direction, although they appear to have
faded some. There was one bicycle and pedestrian related crash from 2013 – 2017.
There is also a connection to the Heritage Trail and the Memorial Park Fitness Trail at this
intersection.
SE Moberly Lane has one lane in both directions with a center turn lane. The Moberly
Lane Trail is on the east side of the street on the south side of the intersection. There are
no sidewalks on the west side of SE Moberly Lane near this location. As mentioned, the
speed limit on SE Moberly Lane is 35 mph.
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Central Avenue has a speed limit of 40 mph, with two lanes in each direction with a
center turn lane. It has the off-street Heritage Trail on the north side and sidewalks on
the south side.

Figure 3-0-14: SE Moberly Ln. and E Central Ave.

Intersection Considerations
The following considerations were developed based on the design guidance
represented in the CB Plan. If specific treatments are considered that are not detailed
in the CB plan, the source of those specific treatments will be identified.
•

•

Consider adding a leading
pedestrian interval to the signal
timing to improve the safe
crossing on all sides of this
intersection.
Add a shared use path street
crossing for people walking or
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biking to cross on the north side
and east sides of the intersection.
•

Update the pavement markings
to a high visibility crosswalk to the
west and south side of the
intersection

•

Consider adding No Right Turn on
Red signage to reduce the
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chance of conflicts with
pedestrian and bicyclists crossing
at this intersection.

•

Ensure adequate crossing signal
times for all users crossing the
street.

•

Consider the removal of shared
lane markings located in the
door zone of on- street parking,
such as on Main Street, and
realigning it to the center of the
travel lane.

•

Fill sidewalks gaps in the
downtown area to ensure
sidewalks are present on both
sides of the street. See the CB
plan for the early action project
in the downtown area.

Downtown Square
•

Ensure that speeds limits in the
downtown area are signed to
25mph or less on all roadways.

•

Mark all intersections with high
visibility crosswalks or contrasting
pavement colors along all
directions of travel.

•

Consider curb extension
treatments at intersections with
high pedestrian crossings to allow
a shorter crossing distance for
pedestrians.

As the only signalized intersection in the identified downtown area, NW/SW A Street and
E/W Central Avenue is a high-volume intersection for both motor vehicles and people
walking, see Figure 3-0-17. This intersection was identified as a safety concern due to a
crash involving a person walking or biking, along with several vehicle crashes. E/W
Central Avenue also acts as a key street through downtown, meaning people who are
driving may be concerned with getting through a high pedestrian area with less
attention to their surroundings.
NW/SW A Street is a three-lane road at the intersection with north and southbound
through lanes and a left turn lane. Speed limits are posted at 15 mph for the approach
from the south and 25 mph approaching from the north. Similar to NW/SW A Street, E/W
Central Avenue is a three-lane road at the intersection with west and eastbound
through lanes and a left turn lane. There are no immediate speed limits posted
approaching the intersection.
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Figure 3-0-17: E/W Central Ave. and NW/SW A St.

Intersection Considerations
•

Consider a leading pedestrian
interval to protect pedestrians
crossing E/W Central Avenue or
NW/SW A Street from vehicles
turning right.

•

Consider limiting right turns for
vehicle traffic on red lights to
ensure safety at this busy
intersection.

•

Review ramps to ensure they
meet ADA requirements and
construct a curb ramp for each
crossing direction.
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First/Last Mile Recommendations
First and Last Mile (FLM) connections are a simple concept. Fixed route transit does not
stop at an individual’s door unless the individual happens to live directly on a transit line.
People use active transportation to connect the pre and post portions of their transit
trip. FLM connections are focused on creating safe and convenient places to walk and
bike either to or from a transit stop. Building upon the recommendations made in the
Bentonville Local Transit Plan, the focus of the FLM connections in this section will be
around Mobility Hubs.
Mobility Hubs are a key piece of a well-connected transportation network as they are
areas where people can be connected to multiple modes of travel at key destinations.
Mobility hubs are anchored by the transit system and include many amenities to
support people during their trip. The Bentonville Local Transit Plan recommends that
Mobility Hubs have Level III amenities which include at minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus stop signage
Bus stop shelter
Route information and wayfinding
Bench/seating
Lighting fixtures
Trash and recycling
Bicycle Parking

These amenities cater to the needs of people who will walk or bike to complete their
trip, so FLM connections are crucial surrounding the Mobility Hubs. Safe, comfortable
places to walk and bike must lead to and from the area for it to function as intended.
More information on Mobility Hubs can be found in the Bentonville Local Transit Plan.
The recommendations in the section will focus within a ¼ mile buffer of the Mobility Hub
areas. The typical distance a person will travel by foot to or from their transit stop is ¼
mile. This distance may change depending on the walking environment, what the bus
stop location amenities are like, or how frequently the bus arrives at the stop. Those
biking may be willing to travel further if there is bike parking or capacity to bring their
bike on the bus. The ¼ mile distance from the Mobility Hub is an important distance to
begin focusing on improving FLM connections. From there, facilities can continue to be
improved and connected to the greater walking and biking network.
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Downtown
The downtown Mobility Hub will connect multiple recommended transit routes to the
key destinations downtown as well at two commute zones, Old High Middle School and
RE Baker Elementary school. Although much of the ¼ mile buffer of the downtown
Mobility Hub does have sidewalks, there are a few key areas where sidewalk gaps
should be filled. The downtown Mobility Hub is shown below in Figure 0-1.
•
•
•
•

Fill in sidewalk gaps on NW 2nd and SW 2nd Streets
Implement a side path or protected bikeway on NW 2nd Street as
recommended by the CB Plan
Implement wayfinding to transit stop
Maintain crosswalk visibility at all intersections
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Figure 0-1: Downtown Mobility Hub
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SE 8th St. and SE J St.
This Mobility Hub at SE 8th Street and SE J Street connects the 8th Street Market and
Momentary area to one transit route running along SE 8th Street, along with the
Razorback Greenway and a proposed primary bikeway. South and west of the Mobility
Hub are many residential neighborhoods. This quickly developing area is an ideal
location for improved FLM connections to transit. The Mobility Hub can be seen below
in Figure 0-2.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Implement sidepath or protected bikeway along SE 8th Street as recommended
by the CB Plan. sidewalk or a sidepath should be implemented on both sides of
the street to accommodate people walking.
Implement protected crossing across SE 8th Street at SE G Street or SE H Street
Fill in sidewalk gaps along SE E Street, SE G Street and SE H Street to provide
walking access to Mobility Hub
Implement wayfinding to transit stop
Maintain crosswalk visibility at intersection of SE 8th Street and SE J Street
Ensure pedestrian signal at SE 8th Street and SE J Street intersection is timed
appropriately for people walking across the intersection
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Figure 0-2: SE 8th St. & SE J St. Mobility Hub
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Northwest Arkansas Community College
(NWACC)
Two proposed transit routes meet at NWACC along with a proposed primary bikeway
that is recommended along SE Water Tower Road in the CB Plan. This bikeway should
be implemented and provide direct access to the main buildings of NWACC with a
safe crossing at SE Water Tower Road and through the parking lot. The NWACC Mobility
Hub is below in Figure 0-3.
•

•
•
•

Protected crossing from the recommended primary bikeway on SE Water Tower
Road to NWACC. The same level of comfort should continue through the parking
lot leading to the main buildings.
Fill in sidewalk gaps along SE Eagle Way to ensure a complete sidewalk network
to access the Mercy Medical Care Facility
Implement wayfinding to transit stop
Protected crossings should be maintained for visibility
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Figure 0-3: NWACC Mobility Hub
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E Central Ave. and NE J St.
E Central Avenue and NE J Street is an important transportation intersection where two
off-street trails intersect, along with three recommended transit routes. Additionally, just
outside of the ¼ mile buffer are Washington Junior High School, Apple Glen Elementary
School and Memorial Park. There are many neighborhood streets that lack any sidewalk
infrastructure, however E Central Avenue and NE J Street both have sidewalks or an offstreet trail. Recommendations for this Mobility Hub area focus on improving the crossing
at E Central Avenue and NE J Street. Slip lanes allow vehicle traffic to turn right onto E
Central Avenue quickly with minimal speed reduction. Increasing the turn radius and
narrowing the lane width will reduce the speed of turning action and decrease the
amount of space people walking must cross to reach the pedestrian crossing island.
The E Central Avenue and NE J Street. Mobily Hub is below in Figure 0-4.
•
•
•
•

Increase turn radius and reduce lane width for slip lane right hand turns onto E
Central Avenue
Maintain crosswalk visibility at the E Central Avenue and NE J Street. intersection
Ensure pedestrian signal at intersection is timed appropriately for people walking
across the E Central Avenue and NE J Street intersection
Implement wayfinding to transit stop along intersecting off-street trails
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Figure 0-4: E Central Ave. & NE J St. Mobility Hub
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Northwest Medical Center
Northwest Medical Center is a key regional hospital that will be served by two
recommended transit routes along with the Razorback Greenway. Although it is not
particularly dense within the buffer, potential for development and the regional
significance of the medical center make this a prime location to improve FLM
connections. The Medical Center Mobility Hub can be seen below in Figure 0-5.
•

•
•

Implement a protected crossing across Medical Center Parkway to connect
Northwest Medical Center, the Razorback Greenway, and a proposed transit
stop. Direct access should be provided from the crossing to the entrance of the
Medical Center.
Maintain crosswalk visibility at protected crossing
Fill sidewalks gaps along SE John Rollow Drive
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Figure 0-5: NW Medical Center Mobility Hub
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